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 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
  Human race crossed the four yugas, now it is in the age of computer, in the 
name of scientific growth.  
  The people become patients due to the disaster of fundamental basic needs and 
surroundings. They forgot the nature way of life. To cure diseases many kinds of 
medicines are used by them. 
  Siddha system of medicine has a distinctive approach to specific aliments and 
also to build up immunity power of the person being treated against all diseases. 
The word Siddha denotes one who has achieved some extra ordinary power 
(siddhi). This achievement was related to the discipline of mind and its superiority 
over body, and was accomplished through both yoga and medicine. Thus siddhars 
(practioners of Siddha) because the symbols of psychosomatic perfection and so the 
Siddha medicine became a combination of medicine and yoga.Five of the elements – 
Earth, air, fire, water and sky are emphaziyed in siddha medicine because they are 
believed to form the human constitutions 
 Tholkappiar explained this as follows 
  “fqzl<!fQI!kQ!utq!uqSl<Ohi!jmf<Kl<< Q Q < < << Q Q < < << Q Q < < <!
! ! gzf<k!lbg<gl<!dzglikzqe<< < < << < < << < < <!
! In the five elements, the three elements vaayu, thee and neer are primary 
responsible for the formation of three humours that is mukkutram (vali, azal, Iyam) 
these are the three fundamental functional constituents of the human body and they 
have 1: ½ : ¼ in ratio 
  “ olb<btU!uik!olie<X< << << < !
! ! !Olz<!hqk<k!Olijvbil<< < << < << < <!
! ! !Jbl<!gize<Ox!nxq< << << < !
! ! ! ! ! .!g{<[silqbl<< << << <!
! But where this equilibrium is upset or deranged there are known as 
mukkutram, which there after leads to disease. 
 Thirumoolar’s. Yugi’s, Theraiyar’s and Agathiyar’s works were considered to 
be most popular and reliable.  According to the criteri’s adopted by various siddhar’s, 
the disease are classified into 4448 types on the basis of vatham, pitham, kabham 
(Thridosha/mukkutram theory) 
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 “fitmi!fix<hk<K!fiZ!F~X< << << < !
! fbLmOe!fix<hk<K!wm<M!Ovigl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ! ! ! ! .!-vk<kqes<SVg<g!fic!F~z</!
! “uikg<gizl<!klg<G!jlk<Kjvg<G!fQiqpquil<< < < < < Q << < < < < Q << < < < < Q <!
! Ohikh<!ohVubqvil<!Hk<kqvi<g<G!< < < < << < < < << < < < < –!Ykg<Ogt<< << << <!
! uf<kuqje!kQIg<g!upqbxqbiI< Q << Q << Q < !
! wf<kuqje!kQI< Q< Q< Q h<hiI!-ui<< << << <!
. gitOlgh<Hzui<!
we<eOu!uiklK!w{<hkiGl<< < << < << < <!
Wx<xlil<!OhVjmb!oupqjzg<!Ogtib<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ! ! ! .!!B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!
According to this poem, the yugi states that,  
  Vathas diseases 80 types 
 Among the 80 types of vatha diseases.  The author have selected the 
“Chaviranga vatham” for her work 
 “we<x!Sg<z!uikR<!su<uqvr<g!uikl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! olpqZ~Ik<u!uikolimR<!Riek<kl<hk< < < << < < << < < < !
. B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!
The evidence of the disease “Chaviranga Vatham” is derived from Yugi 
Vaidhya Chinthamani.  The symptomps of the Chaviranga vatham constitutes of 
pallornea, nausea, vomiting, water brash, weight loss, thirst, excessive in take of water 
Body tiredness, Sleepiness, loss of appetite. 
 Siddha system of medicine is based on the mukutra theory and hence the 
treatment is mainly aimed to bring down the mukkutram to its equilibrium state and 
there by restoring the physiological condition of various thathus. 
 By giving viresanam (Purgative) Vadha kutram is neutralised by giving sathi 
(Emetic).  Pitha kutram is neutralised.  the kapha kutram is neutralised by giving 
anjanam (Streaming) and others. 
 The author in her work, taken the siddha parameters for the study work, 
namely envaigai thervugal and Iympull  Iyakka vidhi (Panchapatchi) and Thegiyui 
Ilakkanam and establish the line of treatment and dietary regimen. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
AIM 
 A clinical study on standardization of siddha diagnostic methodology, line of 
treatment and dietary regimen for “CHAVIRANGA VATHAM” 
 
OBJECTIVES 
Primary:  
 To document the Ennvagai thervugal in “CHAVIRANGA VATHAM”  
Secondary:  
 To document the Thegiyin ilakkanam in “CHAVIRANGA VATHAM”. 
 To establish line of treatment.  Advising dietary regimen. 
 To frame the diagnosis based on Iympull Iyakka Vidhi (Panchapatchi). 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! ! !
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ELUCIDATION ABOUT  CHAVIRANGA VATHAM 
su<u<<< qvr<g!uikl<<< << <<!
!
$m<slib<k<!okb<uUmz<!kqjgk<kr<!%If<K< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < < !
! OkgOli!ouTk<Kh<hqe<!gXh<HliGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
Nm<sli!bVsqObiM!uif<kq!B{<mi< < << < << < < !
! lcg<!gcg<Gk<!k{<{QI!kie!km<cg<!Ogm<Gl<< < < < Q < < < << < < < Q < < < << < < < Q < < < <!
Dm<sli!le<ek<jk!Le<Oegi{qz<!< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! yg<gitf<!ke<oeiMh<!HsLliGf<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
kim<slib<!szqh<OhiM!dxg<gliGR<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! su<uqvr<g!uikol< << << < e<Ox!gix<X!F~Oz/< << << < !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q?< << << < !
ohiVt<<<<!
! -f<Ofib<?! dmjzg<! ogMk<K! ouTk<Kh<hqe! gVjlbigq?! SjuOgM?!
uif<kq?! d{uqz<! ouXh<H?! fQI! Oum<jg?! yg<gitl<?! ncg<gc! K~r<gz<! we<El<!
GxqG{r<gjtg<!gim<Ml</!
! utqg<Gx<xl<! ke<etuqz<! lqGf<K! hzujgh<hm<m! Ofib<gjt! hqxh<hqg<Gl</!!
nux<xqz<!ye<X!“su<uqvr<guikl<”/!
$m<slib<!okb<uUmz<! .! F{<jl!uib<f<k!dmz<!
! ! ! ! ! ! Nicety powerful body 
kqjgk<K!%If<K! ! .! lbr<gz<!
! ! ! ! ! ! Being beurildered 
OkgOli!ouTk<Kh<!hqe<!gXh<HliGl<!
!
dml<H<<< !
! The physical character of the human body changes into pallornen and then 
black. 
 
Nm<sli!nVsqObiM<<< !
! Sjubqe<jl?!hsqbqe<jl! 
 Tasteless, Loss of appetite 
uif<kqB{<miGl<!
! vomiting due to the dearrangement of bodily dohs’s chumoursl arising in a 
man addicted in compatible food and drink. 
ncg<gck<!k{<{QIkie<!nkm<cg<!Ogm<Gl<!!
! Excessive in take of water 
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Dm<slil<!ne<ek<jk!Le<Oe!gi{qz<!
! Regurgitation of food nausea 
yg<gitl<!ke<oeiM!HsLliGf<!
kim<slib<!szqh<OhiM!dxg<gliGl<!
! Tiredness sleep. 
su<uqvr<g!uikl<!we<Ox!gix<X!F~Oz!
! YI!uik!Ofib</!-keiz<!dml<H!ouTk<K!hqe<H!gVh<hiGl</!!ne<xqBl<!
nVsq! uif<kq?! kigl<?! dxg<gLl<! d{<migq?! ubqx<Xh<hQsl<! ne<ek<KOu]l</!!
nkiuK!Osix<jxg<!g{<miz<!yg<gitLl<!Lkzie!nxqGxqgt<!Wx<hMl</!!
. )B,gq!911*!
A flatulent disease marked by premonitary, symptoms of pallor, tastelessness, 
nausea, vomitting, thirst, sleepness, aversion food. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE  
 SIDDHA ASPECTS 
 
 Diseases are classified as 4448 types.  Among 4448 types the vatham 
constitutes 84 types. 
This is mentioned as 
 “fitmi!fix<hk<K!fiZ!F~X< << << < !
! ! fbLmOe!fix<hk<K!wm<M!Ovigl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! hivh<hi!uiklK!95<<< /”!
. -vk<kqe!SVg<g!fic!F~z<< < << < << < <!
 
According to Yugi vaidhya chintamani, Vatham is of 80 types. 
“we<eOu!uiklK!w{<hkiGl</< < << < << < < ”!
 
VATHAM 
Synonyms  
  Vayu, Vali, Arasan, Air 
 
Definition of Vatham 
 Vatham or vayu is not mere wind, but also that is causes motion energy and 
sensation of every cell in the body.  So Vatham is a humour which is responsible for 
construction nature of works in the human body. 
Causes of diseases 
1. Anemia from active bleeding 
2. Iron deficiency anemia 
3. Anemia related to pregnancy 
4. Anemia related to poor nutrition 
5. Pernicious anemia  
6. Sickle cell anemia  
7. Helicobacter pylori 
 
Anemia from active bleeding 
 Gastro intestinal ulcers may slowly ooze blood and can also cause anemia 
 
Iron deficiency anemia 
 The bone marrow needs iron to make red blood cells. Iron deficiency anemia 
can also occur when they have stomach ulcer or other sources of slow chronic 
bleeding (colon cancer, uterine cancer) 
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Anemia related to pregnancy 
 Water weight and fluid gain during pregnancy dilutes the blood, which may be 
reflected as anemia since the relative concentration of red blood cells is low. 
 
Anemia related to poor nutrition 
 Vitamins and minerals are required to make red blood cells.  
 
Pernicious anemia  
 They also have problem in the stomach or the intestine leading a poor 
absorption of vitamin B12, This may lead to anemia because of vitamin B 12 
deficiency known as pernicious anemia. 
 
Sickle cell anemia  
 Crescent shape , abnormal heamoglobin 
 
Helicobacter pylori 
 An infection with bacteria 
 
Genesis of Vatham 
 Vatham : Vali + Agayam 
 When vali bootham and akaya bootham are combined Vatham is formed. 
 
Shape: 
 It is invisible.  It can be felt by action or movements of the body. 
 
Thodams and their function 
Vatham Thodam Separation/Movement 
Pitham Thodam Conversion/Transformation 
Kapham Thodam Cohesion/Liquidity 
 
 These three humours Vatham, Pitham, Kapham are more or less correlated 
with air, gastric juice and saliva respectively.  They circulate in the body system in 
different proportions and help in the digestion of food and other general physiological 
functions of the body.  Each of them has different functions.  Yet it is harmony, the 
right proportion of each, the proper combination of the three humours which are 
responsible for maintaining the good health. 
 When the all environmental items like diet, weather etc.  disturb Vatham, it 
looses its control, which may be diminished or exaggerated.  So the other two 
‘Thodams’ are also disturbed which are in peculiar equilibrium state.  Finally this may 
lead to Vatham disease. 
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Location 
 The Vatham  humour is present in each and every cells of the human body.  
But it is predominant in the following parts. 
 Abaanan 
 Faeces 
 Ida kalai 
 Lower abdomen 
 Genital organ 
 Hip bone 
 Skin 
 Nervous system 
 Joints 
 Muscles 
 Hair roots 
Natural properties of Vatham 
1. Giving briskness 
2. Expiration and inspiration 
3. Functioning the mind thoughts and body. 
4. Regulation of the fourteen physiological reflexes (vegam) 
5. Functionally the seven “Udal kattugal” uniformly. 
6. Protection and strengthening of the five sensory organs (Iymporigal) 
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Functions of Vatham 
1. Body ache 
2. Pricking pain 
3. Tearing pain 
4. Nerve weakness 
5. Shivering 
6. Mental distress 
7. Dryness 
8. Movements 
9. Weakness 
10. Jointpain 
11. Traumatic pain 
12. Dislocation of joints 
13. Weakness of organs 
14. Pilo erection 
15. Paralysis of limbs 
16. Poly dypsia 
17. Severe pain in calf and thigh muscles 
18. Bony pricking pain 
19. Constipation 
20. Unable to do flexion and extension of the limbs 
21. All tastes to be like astringent 
22. Excess salivation and 
23. Darkness of skin, eyes and uring 
 
Qualities of Vatham 
Own qualities of Vatham 
The normal qualities of Vatham are six.  They are 
1. Kadinam - Hardness 
2. Varatchi - Dryness 
3. Lesu - Subtility 
4. Kulirchi - Coldness 
5. Asaithal - Mobility 
6. Anuthuvam - Minuteness 
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Opposite qualities of Vatham 
1. Mirudhu  - Softness 
2. Pasumai - Moistness 
3. Paluvu - Heaviness 
4. Akkini - Hotness 
5. Sthiram - Stability 
6. Katti - Lump/Mass 
Relation with taste 
 Aggrevating tastes 
 Htq!Kui<!uqR<Sr<!gxqbix<!H,iqg<Gl<!uikl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
! ytqBui<!jgh<Ohxqz<!hqk<Ks<!sQXl<!gqtqolipqOb< < < < < Q << < < < < Q << < < < < Q < !
! giIh<hqeqh<H!uqR<sqx<!ghl<!uqR<SR<!sm<cvks<!< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < !
! Osvh<H{i<!Ofib[!giOk< << << < ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! .!g{<[silqbl<!
  According to this venba the sour and astringent taste increases the Vatham 
humour. 
 
Neutralising Taste 
 uik!Olzqm<miz<!lKvl<!HtqBh<H< < < << < < << < < < !
! OskLxs<!osb<BR<!sqjxbl<!Ykg<Ogt<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! givg<!Kui<gsh<Hg<!gim<MR<!Sjuobz<zil<< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < <!
! sivh<!h<<< iqgivR<!six<X/< << << < !
! According to Kannu samiyam, sweet, salt and sour can neutralise the vitiated 
Vatham humour. 
 
Relation with elements 
Vatham  –  Vali + Agayam 
The vali is present in bitter, pungent and astringent. 
The agayam is present in bitter only 
 1. Sweet - Earth + Water 
 2. Sour  - Earth  + Fire 
 3. Salt  - Water + Fire 
 4. Bitter - Air + Sky 
 5. Pungent - Air + Fire 
 6. Astringent - Earth + Air 
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 Vatham - Air + Sky 
 Pitham  - Fire 
 Kapham - Water + Earth 
Three phases of prapakam: (Metabolism) 
Prapakam 
Metabolism 
Thodam Taste Function 
Inippu Kapham Sweet Moistening of food 
Pulippu Pitham Sour Conversion of food 
Kasappu Vatham Pungent Absorption and 
separation of food 
 
Alterations of Vatham 
 Vatham is specialized in Aadi, Aavani, Purattasi and Iyppasi physiologically.  
The three humours are affected their themselves with Udal thadhukkal pathologically.  
The type of alterations of Vatham an 
 
1. Thannilai Valarchi 
Definition:  
  A kutram, which is provoked in its own location is called Thannilai Valarchi. 
 
Limitation:   
  Hate fulness of the things which are causing Thannilai valarchi and likeness of 
the things which are getting opposite properties are the limitation of the Thannilai 
valarchi. 
 
Duration:   
  Vatham gets-Thannilai Valarchi during Mudhuveanil kalam (Aani & Aadi). 
 
2. Vaetrunilai valarchi 
Definition:  
   A Kutram, which is provoked to other location is called vaetrunilai valarchi. 
Limitation:  
  Signs and symptom of the affected kutram and the pathological condition of 
he Udal Thadhukkal give the details of the limitations. 
Duration:  
  Vatham gets “Vetrunilai Valarchi” during kar-kalam (Aavani and Purattasi). 
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3. Thannilai Adaidhal: 
Definition:  
A provoked kutram, which is neutralizing in its own property is called 
Thannilai Adaidhal. 
Duration:  
  The provoked Vatham neutralizes during koothir kalam (Iyppasi and 
Karthigai). 
 
Factors which alter Vatham: 
1. When hot foods are mixed with Vatham, Vatham gets Thannilai valarchi. 
2. When cold is mixed with Vatham, Vatham gets Vaetrunilai Valarchi 
3. And when oily foods with hotness are mixed with Vatham, Vatham neutralizes 
in its own properly that means healthy condition. 
 
Aetiology of Vatham diseases: 
 The aetiological factors for all types of Vatham diseases including 
“Chaviranga vatham” have been  described generally in “Yugimunivar Vaidhya 
Chintamani perunool – 800”. 
 
In Yugi munivar Vaidhya Chintamani -800 
1. Breach of trust 
2. Abusing from the pious elderly people and priests. 
 
The features of exaggeration of Vatham: 
1. Body weakness and darkness 
2. Linking to eat hot foods 
3. Shivering 
4. Abdominal distension 
5. Constipation 
6. Diminution of immunity 
7. Giddiness 
8. Insomnia 
9. Laziness 
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The features of diminution of Vatham 
1. Body ache 
2. Hoarseness of voice 
3. Loss of memory 
4. Semi consciousness 
5. Difficulty to do any work 
6. Paleness and coolness of body 
7. Excessive salivation 
8. Heaviness of body 
9. Anorexia 
10. Cough, sleep and abdominal distension. 
 
Classification of Vatham disease 
 According to yugi vaithiya chinthamani vatham diseases are classified into 80 
types. 
1. uik^<kl<hl<!
2. uikgi<]{e<!
3. gv^<kl<huikl<!
4. kz^<kl<hl<!
5. H,Suikl<!
6. gitiR<sgl<!
7. &V^<kl<hl<!
8. uikgi<{gl<!
9. Giq]qgqiq]l<!
10. fiqk<kjzuikl<!
11. Gl<huikl<!
12. ljzk<kgl<hl<!
13. hi{qg<gl<huikl<!
14. %equikl<!
15. NGequikl<!
16. nO]ugl<!
17. uikdhgkl<!
18. ofx<xqs<$jz!
19. gi<{s<$jz!
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20. osuqh<hMuib<!
21. hg<guikl<!
22. hm<]uikl<!
23. Ohb<uikl<!
24. hqv{izbuikl<!
25. sqOzk<lk<kl<hl<!
26. sf<Kuikl<!
27. osgeuikl<!
28. nx<Hkuikl<!
29. dvge<uikl<!
30. dvgiiquikl<!
31. nSukl<huikl<!
32. hisk<kl<hzl<!
33. Ofk<vhUk<vl<!
34. og{<muikl<!
35. n]<mkk<kqvuikl<!
36. useiuikl<!
37. lguikl<!
38. lqVk<Kuikl<!
39. dkvuikl<!
40. &k<kqvdkqvuikl<!
41. Sg<gqzuikl<!
42. su<uqvr<guikl<< < << < << < <!
43. DIk<Kuuikl<!
44. jlR<Riek<kl<hl<!
45. sqvgl<huikl<!
46. sl^<kl<hl<!
47. us<sqv'hl<!
48. g{<mgqvgl<!
49. fgiiquikl<!
50. hkqkuikl<!
51. Obieq$jz!
52. ogi<h<h$jz!
53. n]<m$jz!
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54. Gmz<uikl<!
55. nSuuikl<!
56. ols<Suikl<!
57. &Muikl<!
58. uSuikl<!
59. hQs^<ukl<hl<!
60. nf<kqvoum<c!
61. uikSOvi{qkl<!
62. sqk<KuikSOvi{qkl<!
63. jugqkuikl<!
64. dkqvuik!SOvi{qkl<!
65. hbqk<kqbuikSOvi{qkl<!
66. Osk<Kl!uik!SOvi{qkl<!
67. dkvuik!SOvi{qkl<!
68. G{!nukiegl<!
69. g{<mg!nukiegl<!
70. sqvgl<h!nukiegl<!
71. uikk<kjz!Ofig<giM!
72. hqk<kk<kjz!Ofig<giM!
73. Osk<KlkjzOfig<giM!
74. se<equik!kjzOfig<giM!
75. -vk<khqk<k!kjzOfig<giM!
76. gqVlqgf<k!kjzOfig<giM!
77. $iqbuIk<kl<!!
78. sf<kqvui<k<kl<!
79. gi<ei!ui<k<kl<!
80. yVkjz!ugikOhkl<!
81. uikgi<es<$jz!
82. hqk<kgi<es<$jz!
83. Osm<Ml!gi<es<$jz!
84. gqVlq!gi<es<$jz!
85. kf<kuiB!
  Yugi types of vatham diseases 80 he explained 85 types in his text book Yugi 
vaithiya Chinthamani. 
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Other types of vatham 
 “we<eOu!uikf<ki!o{e<hkiGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ! -gk<kqOk!leqki<gTg<!ogb<B!liX< < < << < < << < < < !
! hqe<eOu!ohie<kjeb!OsivR<!osb<K< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! ohiqObiIgt<<<<!hqvil{jv!K~]{qk<Kl<< << << <!
! ue<e!OkuI!osik<kqs<!OsivR<!osb<K< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! liki!hqki!GVju!lxf<kOhi<g<Gl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ge<eOu!Oukk<jk!fqf<jk!osb<kiz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! ! gibk<kqx<!gzf<kqMOl!uikf<kiOe< < < << < < << < < < ”/!
!
! Breach of trust, abusing the holy men and ritualist, exploiting the properties of 
charities, ingratitude towards mother, father and teacher and abusing holy scripts. 
 
 “kioee<x!gsh<OhiM!KuIh<H!jgh<H< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! sikglib<!ofR<SgqER<!sjlk<k!uI{l<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! Noee<x!uixqeK!ohisqk<kziZl<< < << < << < <!
! ! Ngibk<!OkxzK!Gck<k!ziZl<< < << < << < <!
! hioee<x!hgZxg<g!lqvi!uqpqh<H< < << < << < < !
! ! hm<ceqOb!lqgUXkz<!hivolb<kz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! Okoee<x!olipqbiI!Olx<!sqf<jkbikz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ! sQg<gqvlib<!uiklK!oseqg<Gf<!kiOe/Q < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < < !
. B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q?!himz<!335!
  Intake of ood item, which are excess in bitter, astringent and pungent taste, 
intake  of old cooked food item, drinking rain wate, sleeping during day time and 
awakening at night, undue starving, strain due to excessive weight lifting and sexual 
perversion. 
“uik!ui<k<!kje!giz!OlOki!oue<eqz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! lVUgqe<x!uieqgi<!gmgliGl<< < << < << < <!
Nkjzh<!hsqObiM!giIk<kq!ke<eqz<!< < < << < < << < < < !
! nmVOl!lx<xli!kr<gt<!ke<eqz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
OhikOu!slqg<Ggqe<x!gizliGl<< < << < << < < 
 ohiVf<kqOb!bqui<!okipqz<!fie<g{<!kqxk<kz<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
gikOu!g{<&mz<!jggi!zjsk<kz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! gcf<Okim<m!Lmg<goziM!fQm<m!oze<Oe< < < Q < << < < Q < << < < Q < < !
! ! ! ! .B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q?!himz<!356!
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  The disease will be precipitated in the months, from Aani to Karthigai                  
(from June to December) 
 “hgvOu!uiklK!Ogihqk<!kh<Ohi< << << < !
! ! h{<high<!^<kqiQOgi< < < Q< < < Q< < < Q ]<cbK!kie<!osb<bqz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! kgvOu!ouGK~v!upq!fmg<gqz<< << << <!
! ! geqgie!gix<XOl!heq!Olx<hm<miz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! lqgvOu!gib<gt<!geq!gqpr<G!ke<je< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! lqg!uVf<kq!lQxqOb!kbqi<kie<!ogi{<miz<< Q < < < << Q < < < << Q < < < <!
! LgvOu!LKogZl<jh!LXg<gq!ofif<K< < << < << < < !
! ! Lpr<giZr<!gj{g<gi< < << < << < < Zr<!gMh<H{<miOl< < << < << < < ”!
. B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q?!himz<!396!
! Indulging in the sexual act during vitiation of Vatham, walking for a long 
distance, exposing to dampness and cold and harmful combinaiton like taking 
excessive curd after eating fruits, vegetables and tubers causes toxic factors which 
affects bones and muscles. 
 
Vatham Kanma Varalaru 
 “F~oze<x!uikl<!uf<k!ujg!kiOeK< < << < << < < !
! ! Ke<jlbib<!ge<lk<kqe<!ujgjbg<!OgT< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! gizOz!Okie<xqbK!gMh<hOkK< << << < !
! ! jg!gizqz<!Lmg<gqbK!uQg<gOlK< < Q << < Q << < Q < !
! OkizqOz!hMg<gqe<x!uqVm<slie< < << < << < < !
! ! Gpf<jk!lvf<kje!oum<mz< < << < << < < <!Olz<Okiz<!sQuz<< < < Q << < < Q << < < Q <!
! fiuqOz!sQuosf<K!giz<!Lxqk<kz<Q < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < <!
! ! fz<z!ogil<H!kjp!Lxqk<kz<!fzqk<kz<!giOe/< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < ”!
! ! ! ! ! .!ngk<kqbi<!ge<l!gi{<ml<!411!himz<!67!
 Agathiar Kanma kaandam – 300 attributes the following psychosocial factors 
such as removing the bark of living trees, breaking the legs of animals, cutting the 
trees in the living branches and removing leaves. 
Factors which promote the Vatham diet habits 
 “okipqz<!ohX!jgh<Hg<!giIk<kz<!Kui<k<kz<!uQR<sR<!OsiXl<< < < < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < < < Q < < <!
! hcbkil<!uvG!lx<jxb!jhf<kqje!bVf<kqeiVl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! wpqz<!ohx!hgZxr<gq!-vuq< << << < eqZ!xr<gik!kiZl<< << << <!
! ljp!fqgp<!GpzqeiOz!uikr<!Ogihqg<gr<!giOe/< < < << < < << < < < ”!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!hvvis!Osgvl<!
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 Excessive intake of spicy, pungent, astringent, un healthy food habits, day 
sleeping, loss of sleep in the night. 
 “ gieOu!lqgU{<miZl<!gVK!hm<ceq!uqm<miZl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! lij{!biI!g{<!Oli<<< g!lqxr<gqE!lqGf<kqm<miZl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! N{u!lzr<!gml<jl!br<gOe!uqmik!kiZl<< < < << < < << < < <”!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!hvvis!Osgvl<!
 Excessive food (or) starvation 
 Excessive indulgence of sex and ego 
 gizr<gt<!lixqB{<[l<!giiqbk<kiZf<!k{<{QI< < < < < < < Q< < < < < < < Q< < < < < < < Q !
! sizOu!bVf<kqeiZl<!sf<kqbqZm<!giIf<kiZl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! Ogizlil<!Htqh<H!ofb< << << < <jb!Gjxux!uVf<kqeiZl<< < << < << < <!
! uizuiI!Ljz!fz<ziOt!uik!Lx<h!uqg<gl<kiOe< < < << < < << < < < ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!hvvis!Osgvl<!
! Irregular diet, Excessive intake of water, ghee and sour. 
 
Chaviranga Vatham 
Definition 
 Chaviranga vatham is a flatulent disease marked by premonitory symptoms as, 
tastelessness, nausea, vomiting, thirst, sleepiness, tympanites, aversion of food. 
 
Clinical features of Chaviranga Vatham 
 “$m<sllib<!okb<uUmz<!kqjgk<kr<!%If<K< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
! ! OkgOli!ouTk<Kh<!hqe<!gXh<HliGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! Nm<sli!bVsqobiM!uif<kq!B{<mil<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ! ncg<gcg<Gk<!k{<{QI!kie<!km<cg<!< < < < Q < < << < < < Q < < << < < < Q < < < Ogm<Gl<< << << <!
! Dm<sli!ne<ek<jk!Le<Oe!gi{qz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! ! yg<gief<!ke<OeiMh<!hqsLliGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! kim<slibs<!szqh<OhiM!dxg<gliGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! ! su<uqvr<g!uikole<Ox!six<X!F~Oz< < < << < < << < < < !
. B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!
A flatulence disease marked by premonitory symptoms as 
 Pallor 
 Nausea 
 Black discolouration of skin 
 Tasteless 
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 Vomiting 
 Thirst 
 Excessive in take of water 
 Body tiredness 
 Sleepiness 
The signs and symptoms of Chaviranga vatham is described pararasa 
sekaram and segaraja sekara vaidhyam by the following verses. 
 lqe<es!uqbir<g!uiB!lqg!Um!zqXsq!ux<xq< < << < << < < !
! nf<fqjz!f<<< Mr<gq!ofif<Ok!bu<Umz<!kqjgk<kr<!%If<K< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
! hqe<EOl!Umz<!ouTk<kz<!gXk<kqmz<!uiObir<!gitk<!< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < < !
! ke<eL!lqxr<gi!uib<fQ!vr<gOe!uf<K!fqx<Gl<< < < Q < < < << < < Q < < < << < < Q < < < <!
! ! ! ! ! .!hvvis!Osgvl<!
Emasciation Body pain, Pallor, Black discolouration of skin, vomiting, 
dysphagia, brashing. 
 
According to segaraja sekara vaidhyam 
 “siQv!ofif<K!ne<eL!lxf<kie<!ux<xqQ < < < < <Q < < < < <Q < < < < < !
! obie<xqb!suq!OgM{<mi!BkvL!oliqf<K~{<!osz<zi< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! fe<xq!Osvixif<!kqr<gt<!fz<gqb!oum<mif<!kqr<gt<< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < <!
! oue<xq!Osi<!he<eqv{<cz<!uqkqupq!gizoee<Oe< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < ”!
Body pain, loss of appetite, emasciation, burning sensation in the stomach. 
Symptoms are relieved by treatment within 6-8 months. 
 
Mukkutra theory 
Generally the human body is controlled by the three humours namely Vatham, 
Pitham, Kapham. 
Vatham lives   -  From the foot to umbilicus 
Pitham lives  -  From the umbilicus to Neck 
Kapham lives  -  From the neck up to the vertex of head. 
 
The period of one’s life has been divided into three namely Vatham kalam, 
Pitham kalam and Kapham kalam. 
 
Vatham kalam  -  Referred to the age from birth to 33 years 4 months. 
Pitham kalam  -  Referred to the age from 33 years 4 months to  
66 years  8  months. 
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Kapham kalam   -  Referred to age from 66 years 8 months to 100  
years.  One’s testing will be determined by this  
Kapham kalam. 
Pancha Bootham Principle  
 Five basic elements are essential for the formation of universe namely 
1. Mann 
2. Neer 
3. Thee 
4. Vayu 
5. Agayam 
  This is called pancha bootham principle.  The five bootham principle is also 
mingled with the Vatham, Pitham, Kapham kalam, the perum pozhuthugal and siru 
pozhuthugal, the six taste variation and the seven body elements were also related 
with mukkutra theory.  The three dhosham and six taste are formed by the different 
combination of five elements.  The combination of five elements in dhosham are as 
follows. 
1. Vatham (Vayu + Agayam) 
2. Pitham (Thee) 
3. Kapham Neer + Mann) 
The elemental combination of taste are as follows. 
Taste Five elements Mukkutram 
Sweetness Prithivi + Appu Increases kapham 
Sourness Prithivi + Thaeyu Increases pitham 
Astringency Prithivi + Vaayu Increases vatha kapham 
Saltness Appu + Thaeyu Increases pitha kapham 
Pungent Vaayu + Thaeyu Increases pitha vatham 
Bitterness Vaayu + Agayam Increases vatham 
 
 A knowledge of this combination will be helpful to know which dhosham has 
been disturbed andwhich are the taste should be given to correct the damaged 
dhosham. 
 For instance, the taste sweet is the combination of mann and neer.  The 
Kapham dhosham also posses of same combination.  So it is clear that excessive in 
take of sweet will increase Kapham kutram. It can be balanced by the administration 
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of “Thee” bootham containing taste.  Similarly administration of sour taste increases 
Vatham kutram that can be eleviated by opposite taste. 
 
Gynaenendhiryangal: 
 The five Gynanendhiryangal are 
 1. Mei  -  Feels all types of sensation 
 2. Vai  -  For knowing taste 
 3. Kan  -  Meant for vision 
4. Mookku - For knowing the smell 
5. Sevi  -  For hearing 
 
Kanmendhiryangal 
 The five kanmendhiryangal are 
 1. Kai  - Majority of normal works done by 
 2. Kal  - For walking 
 3. Vai  - For speaking 
 4. Eruvai - For defaecation 
 5. Karuvai - For reproduction 
 
Asayam - 5 (The five receptacles) 
1. Irai kudal   :  {Amarvasayam- receptacles) The  
seat of  the food ingested –  
Stomach. 
 2. Serikudal   :  (Pakirvasayam) After digestion of food, the  
      essence of  food and the excreta are separated in  
      this place - liver and small intestine. 
 3.Neer kudal   :  (Salavasayam) The urinary bladder and the place  
      where  urine begins to pass. 
 4. Malak kudal  :  (Malavasayam) The large intestines and the  
      rectum where the excreta of food is collected. 
 5.Venneer kudal  : (Sukkilavasayam) The place where semen or  
      ovum is secreted - Seminal vesciles (or) Ovary. 
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KOSAM -5 
Unavudambu - Pamvudambu  :  (Annamaya Kosam) The physical  
body made up of Seven Thathus. 
 Valiyudambu    :  (Pranamaya Kosam) 
The conjunction of Pranan and the Kanmendrivas. 
 Manavudambu    :  (Manomaya Kosam) 
The conjunction of mind and the five Gnanendriyas.  
Arivudambu    :  (Vignanamaya Kosam) 
The conjunction of the Puththi (intellect) and the Gnanendriyas. 
      Inbavudambu    :  (Anandamaya Kosam) 
The Conjunction of Prana Vayu and Suzhuthi (entire sensibility) 
 
Aatharam - 6 
1. Moolatharam : 
It is a secret spot in between the anus and the genitalia. Its shape is round and 
inside the round there will be a triangle where dwells the Kundali. Its colour is like 
Manickam (Dark red). Pranan arises from here. 
2. Swathittanam : 
It is situated two inches above the Moolatharam (probably near umbilicus). 
It is rectangular with golden colour. It is the place of Earth. 
3. Manipooragam (Epigastric region) : 
It is eight inches above Manipooragam. It is oval in shape with 1008 nerves 
and vessels and is considered as the root. It is otherwise called Unthi Kamalam. It is 
the place of Appu and its colour is green. 
 
4. Anagatham (Chest) : 
It is ten inches above Mani Pooragam. It is also called Iruthaya Kamalam. It is 
the place of Theyu Bootham, and is triangular in shape with the colour of fire. 
 
5. Visuththi (Throat) : 
It is situated ten inches above Anagatham. It is the place of Vayu. It is hexagon 
in shape and its colour is black. 
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6. Aakkinai (in the centre of the eye brows) : 
   It is situated twelve inches above Visuththi. It is in Lalada Peedam (centre of 
forehead). It is the place of Space which lies in between the eye brows. It will be like 
a frame. It's colour is like a crystal. 
 
Ennvagai Thervugal 
 The important method adopted to diagnose the disease is by means of 
Ennvagai Thervugal. 
 Ennvagai thervugal is considered to be physician instrument and this can be 
understood by above verses. 
 
kv{qBt<t!uqbikqke<je!bm<mir<gk<kiz<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
kiexqb!Ou{<MuK!biOki!oue<eqz<< < << < << < <!
kqv{qbOkiI!fic!g{<gt<!sk<kk<OkiM< < < << < < << < < < !
Okgk<kqeK!hiqsl<!uV{l<!fig<G< < < << < < << < < < !
bqv{lz!&k<kqvlilqjug!otm<Ml<!< < << < << < < !
bqkl<hmOukie<!hiIk<K!Gxqh<Hr<!g{<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <M!
hv{!Vtiz<!ohiqObiIgt<!hikl<!Ohix<xqh<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
h{<H!kuxilz<!h{<ckR<!osb<uQOv< < < < < Q< < < < < Q< < < < < Q !
. Ofib<!fimz<!Ofib<!Lkz<!fimz<!.!higl<!2!
!
In Agathiyar Vaidhya Vallathi 600. Ennvagai Thervugal has been 
mentioned as "Attavitha Paritchai" 
 
“okiGg<gZx<X!nm<muqk!hiqm<jske<je< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
Kzg<gLXl<!h{<< < << < << < <ckOv!oktquigh<<<<!
hGg<giqb!ficjb!fQ!hqck<Kh<!hiV< Q < << Q < << Q < < !
hgi<gqe<x!uiIk<jkh<!hiI!fijuh<!hiV< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
uGg<giqb!Okgolek<!okim<Mh<!hiV< < < << < < << < < < !
utlie!siQvk<kqe<!fqxh<jhh<!hiVQ < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < < !
sgqg<giqb!lzk<jkh<!hiI!szk<jkh<!hiV< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
siIf<k!uqpq!kjeh<!hiIk<K!oktquib<!giO{/< < < << < < << < < < ”!
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Naadi: (Pulse) 
The study of 'Naadi' is the important factor in Envagai Thervugal 
which gives almost the correct diagnosis, Naadi may be studied at ten places in the 
body, which are Heel, genital organ, abdomen, chest, ear, nose, neck, hand, eyebrow 
and vertex. But the study of naadi at hand is the best because the radial artery is 
located superficially, the unique factor which pertaining the soul in the body is 
known as 'Naadi'. Naadi must be studied in right hand, for men and left hand for 
women. The three uyir thadhukkal are formed by the combination of 
Eda kalai +  Abaanan - Vadha  
Pin kalai   +  Piraanan - Pitha 
Suzhumunai  + Samaanan - Kapha 
They can be felt one inch below the wrist on the radial side by means of 
palpation and percussion with the tip of the index, middle and ring finger. 
Corresponding of vadha, pitha, kapha respectively. 
  The three humours exist in the ratio of 1: ½ : ¼ normally. Derangement of 
this ratio leads to various disease. 
“giq!Lgecjb!uip<k<kq< << << < !
! ! ! jgkeqz<!fic!hiIg<gqz<< < << < << < <!
ohVuqvzr<!Gzk<kqz<< < << < << < <!
! ! ! hqck<kc!fMOu!okim<miz<< < << < << < <!
yV!uqvOzicz<!uikl<< << << <!
! ! ! dbi<!fM!uqvzqz<!hqk<kl<< < < << < < << < < <!
kqV!uqvz<!&e<xqOzicz<< < << < << < <!
! ! ! sqOzk<Kl!fic!kiOe<<< ”/!
.!ngk<kqbi<!.3111!
In Chaviranga Vatham the following stages of Naadi are seen commonly 
Vadha Naadi, Vadha Pitha Naadi, Pitha Kapha Naadi and Kapha Vadha Naadi. 
Vadha Naadi 
“uikolEl<!ficbK!Okie<xqz<< < << < << < <!
! ! ! sQklf<koliM!ubqX!ohiVlz<!kqvm<sq!uib<UQ < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < < !
sQkLXr<!gqvi{q!lOgikvl<!fQvijlQ < < QQ < < QQ < < Q !
! ! ! kqvt<uib<U!$jz!uzqgMh<Hk<!kQjv< < < < Q< < < < Q< < < < Q !
fQkLXr<!gqVlqGe<ll<!n{<m!uikl<Q < < < < <Q < < < < <Q < < < < <!
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! ! ! fqjzBl<fQIg<!gqiqs<svr<gt<!kf<K!Olgl<< Q < < < < < << Q < < < < < << Q < < < < < <!
Ohkgli!Lkvh<hq{q!&z!Ovigl<< << << <!
! ! ! OhsouG!hq{qgTOl!ohiVt!kiOl”/!
.!skgfic!
Vatha Pitha Naadi 
“ohiVtie!uikk<kqz<!hqk<kR<!Osi<f<K< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! ! ! ohiVk<K!G{r<gti!L< << << < ]<{uiB!sg<kq< << << < !
osiqbijl!Htqk<Okh<hl<!ohiVlz<!fQIqx<< < < < Q << < < < Q << < < < Q <!
! squh<Hlzl<!hqck<kZVf<!kiK!fm<ml<?!< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
gVuie!Okglkq!Zjts<sz<!Osil<hz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! jggiz<!kxqh<Hfig<!gsg<G!le<el<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
hiquie!D{<Gjxkz<!VsqOg!mikz<< < << < << < <!
! hzOfiBl<!uVk<kqjug<Gl<!hir<G!kiOe< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”/!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!skgfic!
Pitha Kapha Naadi 
“h{<hie!hqk<kk<kqz<!Osk<Kl!fic< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! hiqsqk<ki!zk<kqSv!lqjth<H!=jt< < << < << < < !
g{<giK!fbelzl<!fQV!lR<st<< < Q < << < Q < << < Q < <!
! ! geubqX!ohiVlz<!lR<st<Ofib<!g{<O{iU< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
d{<OhiK!lXk<kz<-vk<k!uqh<HVkq!kiEl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! ! djtlif<jk!hQesLl<!-vk<k!uQg<gl<< Q < < Q < << Q < < Q < << Q < < Q < <!
f{<hie!gilijz!Osijg!ouh<H< << << < !
! ! f[gquf<k!hzhq{qBl<!f{<[f<!kiOe< < < << < < << < < < ”/!
! ! .!skgfic!
Kapha Vadha Naadi 
“g{<miObi!sqOzx<hek<kqz<!uik!fic< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! gzf<kqMgqz<!ubqX!ohiVlz<!gek<k!uQg<gl<< < < < Q < << < < < Q < << < < < Q < <!
d{<miOzi!yr<givR<!sg<kq!uqg<gz<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! ! dXkqvm<js!uib<Uuzq!sf<kq!Ok< < << < << < < iml<<<<!
uq{<miOz!-jth<hVlz<!Osijh!hi{<M< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! uqmhigl<!uqm$jz!hg<g!uikl<< < << < << < <!
kq{<miM!fisqgi!hQmr<!gg<gz<< Q < < << Q < < << Q < < <!
! ! sqvOfib<gt<!hzUl<uf<K!sqg<Gf<!kiOe< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < ”/!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!skgfic!
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3/!Sparisam (Palpation) 
 By sparism the temperature of skin (heat and cold) smoothness or roughness, 
sweat, dryness, hard patches, swelling, growth of abdominal organs, tenderness and 
nourishment can be felt. 
 
3. Naa: (Tongue) 
By the examination of tongue, its colour, coating, dryness, deviation, 
movements, variation in taste, ulcer and the conditions of teeth and gums can be 
noted. 
In Chaviranga Vatham, the tongue may be coated. If anaemia is present, the 
tongue is pale. 
 
4. Niram: (Colour) 
By the examination of niram, the type of dhegam (body) cyanosis, redness, 
pallor, yellowish discolouration can be noted.  
 
Vadha Dhegi - Dark Colour  
Pitha Dhegi - Yellow or red colour  
Kabha Dhegi - White or yellow colour. 
 
5. Mozhi: (Speech or Voice) 
  In the examination of mozhi, the pitch of voice (low or high) action of 
laughing, crying, slurring and speech in hallucination can be noted. 
 
6. Vizhi: (Eye) 
By the examination of vizhi pallor, redness, yellowish ness, dryness, 
lacrimation, sharpness of vision must be noted. 
 
7. Malam: (Stools) 
  By the examination of malam its nature, colour, quantity, presence of blood or 
mucous can be noted. 
  In Chaviranga Vatham constipation may be present. 
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8. Moothiram: (Urine) 
  The examination of urine is classified into two types 
1. Neer Kuri 
2. NeiKuri 
1. Neer Kuri 
 Niram indicates the colour of the urine voided. 
 Edai indicates the specific gravity of urine. 
 Manam indicates the smell of the urine voided. 
 Nurai indicates the frothy nature of the urine voided. 
 Enjal indicates the quantity (increased or decreased) of 
urine  voided. 
In addition, Frequency of micturition and sediments are noted. 
 
2. Nei Kuri:!
! “nVf<K!lixqvkLl<!nuqOvik!lkib<< < << < << < <!
! n0gz<!nzi<kz<!ngiz!Ue<!kuqp<f<kpx<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
! Gx<xt!uVf<kq!dxr<gq!jugjx< < << < << < < !
! Ncg<!gzsk<!kiuqOb!giK!ohb<< < << < << < <!
! okiV!L%Ik<kl<!gjzg<Gm<!hMfQiqe<< < < < Q << < < < Q << < < < Q <!
! fqxg<Gxq!ofb<g<Gxq!fqVlqk<kz<!gmOe< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”!
.!Okjvbi<!
Procedure: 
Prior to the day of urine examination for Nei kuri, the patient is advised to 
take a balanced diet and the quantity of food must be proportionate to his appetite. 
The patient should have a good sleep. 
After walking up in the morning the urine voided first is collected in a glass 
container and is subjected to analysis within one and half hours. 
A drop of gingelly oil is added through the side of the vitreous, without 
disturbing the nature of the neikuri should be noticed is direct sunlight. 
!
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The character of Vadha Neer: 
“nvoue!fQ{<ce0Ok!uikl<”  
 
When the drop of oil spreads like a snake it indicates vadha neer. 
 
The character of Pitha Neer 
 
“NpqOhiz<!hvuqe<!n0Ok!hqk<kl<”!
When the drop of oil spreads like a ring. It indicates Pitha Neer.  
 
The character of Kapha Neer 
“Lk<okik<K!fqx<gqe<!olipquoke<!ghOl”!
When the drop of oil remains as that of a pearl, it indicates Kapha Neer. 
 
The character of Thondha Neer 
“nvuqzipqBl<?!Npqbqz<!nvUl<!
nvuqe<!Lk<Kl<!Npqbqz<!Lk<Kl<!
Okix<xqz<!okif<k!Okimr<gtiOl”!
. Ofib<!fimz<!Ofib<!Lkz<!fimz<!
When the drop of oil shows two shapes enclosed within one another, it 
indicates Thondha Neer. 
 
The character of Mukkutra Neer 
When the drop of oil drowns into the urine, it indicates Mukkutra Neer. 
The facts regarding Envagai Thervugal suggests that it is mostly used 
diagnostic fool in siddha system of Medicine and more concentrations should be 
emphasized to earn proficient knowledge.Beside Envagai Thervugal, a disease can 
also be diagnosed by means of other methods namely Kanmendriangal, 
Gnanendrigangal, Uyir thadhukkal, Ezhu dal kattugal, Paruva Kalangal and Thinaigal 
! !
Patho physiology of Vatham 
 While working of the Uyir thathus the end products are produced called 
malam.  If it is not expelled properly the thathus become thodams or diseased. 
 So trithodam means the provoked or vitiated uyir thadhus  form its normal 
level.  If the uyir thadhus become thodam in the body.  Provoked-Vatham can produce 
the following symptoms in the body. 
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1. Pain sensation (pricking or dull aching or vayu) 
2. Tremors 
3. Palpitation 
4. Spasm 
5. Dryness or dehydration 
6. Dislocation of joints 
7. Paralysis 
8. Constipation 
9. Oliguria 
10. Astringent taste predominantly in the month 
11. Excretion like stools, urine, lacrimation, sweat becomes black in colour. 
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THEORETICAL VIEW OF DISSERTATION TOPIC 
SIDDHA ANATOMY 
-jvh<jh<<<  
! -jvh<jh! Olz<ubqx<Xg<Gt<Ot! GXg<Og! iquigg<! gqmg<Gl</! -ke<!
lqGkqbie!hr<G!-mK!hPg<gTg<Gt<Ot!-Vg<Gl</!-K!ubqx<xqe<!Lx<SuVg<G!
nMk<kix<Ohiz<! hqe<Oe! GXg<Gh<HiQkk<! Kg<G! OlZl<! =vZg<Gl<! uqkiek<kqx<Gl<!
gQPlib<!-Vg<gqe<xK/!!-K!sx<Ox!Dkq!-Vg<Gl<!OhiK!!23!nr<Gz!fQtLl<!
Wxg<Gjxb!fiZ!nr<Gz!ngzLlib<!-Vg<Gl</!!fqjx!fizjv!nUe<S/!!!
!
-jvh<jhbqe<!outqk<Okix<xl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
2/ -jvGpZl<!HGuibqZl<!
3/ Ohvf<kl<!
4/ ohVujtU!
5/ sqx<xf<kl<!
6/ gpquibqZl<!nke<!ghimLl<!
7/ hskg<Gmzqe<!okimg<gl<!
8/ sqXujtU!
!
-mnf<kl<!Ngqb!Ohvf<kl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! hqtqjg! nf<kl<! weUl<! njpg<gh<hMl</! -K! -jvh<jhbqz<! nkqgl<!
uqiquie! hr<gigq! -jvg<Gpz<! HGl<! fqjzbk<Kg<G! -v{<M! &e<X! nr<Gzl<!
-mh<hg<gk<Kg<G!uqiqf<kqVg<Gl</!!uqiquie!-h<hr<G!Gg<gqbf<kjg!weh<hMgqe<xK/!!
-K! Gg<gqh<! hqtqgi! utqjlbqeix<! hqtqjgObiM! -j{f<kkib<!
-mh<hg<gk<kqZt<t!hPg<gTg<Gt<Ot!gqmg<Gl</!
!
sqx<xf<kl< << << < <!
! Ohvf<kk<kqe<! lm<mk<Kg<Gg<! gQPl<! Le<EliguqVg<Gl</! ! -K! ubqx<Xs<!
SuOviMl<! =vzqe<! gQp<h<! hg<gk<OkiML<! hqk<Kh<jhbqe<! gPf<OkiMl<!
nj{f<kqVg<Gl</!
!
HGuibqz<!Ngqb!hqvihgqk<!Kuivl<< < << < << < <!
! -jvg<! Gpzqe<! -Xkqbqz<! -Vg<Gl</! -K! -jvh<jhbqz<! OlOz!
yMr<gqbKl<! gQOp! uqsizlieKligqb! lqkf<k! hGkq?! gpquibqz<! Ngqb!
ui<s<seqk<Kuivl<! hskg<! GmOziM! okiMk<kqVg<Gl</! ! -K! uqiqbUr<! SVr<gUr<!
%cb! kck<k! su<U! lch<hizie! um<ck<k! ghimk<jk! djmbK/! -k<Kuivl<!
uqiqf<kqVg<jgbqz<! njv! nr<Gzl<! uqsizlibqVg<Gl</! -K! sqziqz<! fQ{<m!
um<mlibqVg<Gl</!
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sqXujtU!
! -jvh<jhbqe<! OlOzivk<kqz<! nke<! -V! uibqz<gTg<Gl<! -jmbqz<!
-Vg<G</!!-K!sqx<xutqjgbiz<!=vzqe<!gQp<h<hg<gk<OkiM!hqck<kqVg<Gl</!
!
ohVujtU!
! -jvh<jhbqe<! gQOpivk<kqz<! yV! uibqzqz<! fqe<X! lx<x! uibqz<! ujvg<Gl<!!
-Vg<Gl</! ! Ohvutqjg! -kqx<! hqck<kqVg<Gl</! -u<ujtUgt<! -jvh<jhbqe<!!
hg<gr<gt<?!-v{<Mg<Gl<!wz<jzgtiGl</!
!
-jvh<jhbqe<!Lx<hg<gl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
!! -jvh<jhbqe<! Lx<hg<gl<! Le<Olz<! Ofig<gqbkib<! uqkiel<?! =vzqe<! -m!
-kpqe<!gQp<h<hg<gl<?!ubqx<Xs<!Sui<-jugOtiM!nj{f<kqVg<Gl</!
!
-jvh<jhbqe<!hqx<hg<gl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! hqe<! gQp<! Ofig<gqbkib<?! gj{bl<! dkvk<kqe<! hVf<ksqvr<gt<?! uqkie!
fqjzgtm=!sgOuk!fvl<hqe<!G<gqh<!hqe<!sizl<!-jugOtiM!nj{f<kqVg<Gl</!
! -jvh<jh! ke<! sqX! ujtuqx<! hqck<kqVg<gqx! sqx<xutqjgbiz<! =vzqe<!
GXg<Gg<!glOviMl<?!-m!nf<kk<kqx<!hqck<kqVg<gqxKl<?!Gg<gq!uqkie!hf<kl<!we<x!
ohbVjmbKlie!-e<oeiV!hiqbif<kqv!lch<hiz<!uqkiek<OkiMl<!okiMg<gh<hMl</!
-h<hf<kk<kiz<! -jvh<jhbqe<! -m! Olx<! hGkq! njvbilx<! gm<mh<Ml</! ! uz!
nf<kLl<! ohV! ujtUOli! nkqgl<! njsbg<! %Ml</! ! Njgbiz<! -jvh<jh!
DKl<! OhiK! ohVujtU! Le<Eg<G! uvl</! ! Le<?! hqe<! hg<gr<gt<! OlZl<!
gQPlib<k<!kqVl<Hl</!
!
uqBgel<<<<!
! -jvh<jh!usi!gusl<?!Ohsqg<gusl<?!Neib<!gusl<?!stqg<gusl<!we<El<!
fiZ!hmzr<gtiziGl</!!ksqvr<gTl<!fvl<HgTl<!-jugtqz<!YcbqVg<Gl</!
!
usigusl<<<<!
! hiqbif<kqvs<su<uqz<! fqe<X! uf<K?! OhvutqjgBR<! sqx<xutq! jgBl<!
-jvh<hqx<!hqcg<Gl<!fqjzbr<gtigqb!ohV!ujtjuBR<!sqX!ujtjuBf<!kuqv!
outqh<hg<gl<! LPujkBl<! &Ml</! ! -f<fqjzbr<gtqz<! hiqbif<kqs<! su<Ug<Gl<!
-jvh<jhg<Gl<! -jmbqZt<t<! Lg<Ogi{! fQg<gziz<! -u<UXh<jhh<! Ohi]qg<Gl<!
ksqvr<gTl<!fvl<HgTl<!YMl</!
!
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Ohsqg<gusl<< << << <!
! usigusk<Kg<G!nMk<kih<Ohiz<!dt<Ot!gqmg<Gl</! !-kqz<!ofMlqjpgt<?!
Sx<xqjpgt<?!sibqjpgt<!we<El<!&e<X!hjmbie!-jpgt<!d{<M/!
!
ofMl<!<<< -jpgt<<<<!
! Ng!outqbqz<!-Vg<Gl</!!-jugt<!-jvg<Gpzqe<!-jpgtqeqe<X!uf<K?!
-jvh<jhbqx<! hmIf<K! osz<Zl</! ! -u<uqjpgt<! ujtUgtqz<! nmi<k<kqbib<!
-Vg<Gl</! ! sqX! ujtuqz<! nkqgl<! nmi<k<kqbiBl<! Le<! hqe<! hg<gr<gtqOzi!
JkiBlqVg<Gl</! uz! nf<kk<kqz<! -jpgt<! nkqgl<! ofVg<gligqs<! sqXGmzqe<!
ofMl<-jpgOtiM!okimi<hiGl</!
!
Sx<xqjpgt<< << << <!
! ofMlqjpgTg<G! nMk<kih<Ohiz<! dt<Ot! Wgk<Kg<G! yOv! sleib<h<!
hvuqbqVg<Gl</! uz! nf<kk<kqz<! nOeg! Sx<xqjpgt<! ujtbligs<! Osi<f<K!
dt<Tg<Gk<! Ke<eq?! dm<hg<gk<jk! &Ml<! stqs<! su<uiz<! &mh<hm<M?! ghimk<kqx<!
OsVl</!
!
sibqjpgt<<<<!
! -jvh<jhbqe<! -m! nf<kk<kqz<! lik<kqvl<! d{<M/! nh<hGkqbqz<! -V!
utk<kqZl<!kck<k!sl!hjmbigqh<! HGuibqjzs<!$p<f<K!sqz!-jpgt<!siquig!
uz!-mliBl<?!sqz!-m!uzligUl<!YMl</!
!
Neib!gusl<<<<!
! Ohsqg<! gusk<jkBl<?! stqs<! su<juBl<! -j{g<gqx! %f<kz<! gtizie!
Fjguie! ofsU?! -vk<kg<Gpz<gt<! stq! su<uqz<! hmVukx<G! wk<kelig! -kqz<!
YcbqVh<hkiz<!-kx<Gk<!ksqvg<!gusl<!we<Xl<!ohbi</!
!
stqs<su<U< << << < !
! uqz<Z~IkqOhiz! nPk<kLl<! olKUl<! dt<t! kch<hie! su<U/! Gpf<jkh<!
hqvibk<kqZl<!-xf<k!dmEl<!-K!ou{<!squh<hib<g<!gim<Ml</!uti<f<kui<gtqZl<!
LkqObiiqZl<! -K! ou{<! hQkl<! nz<zK! fjv! fqxlibiuK! gim<Ml</! sQv{l<!
fmg<Gl<! Oujtbqz<! squg<Gl</!-m!nf<kk<kqz<!-K!olz<zqKl<!uz!nf<kk<kqz<!
kch<HlibqVg<Gl</! -jvh<jh! SVr<gq! -Vg<jgbqz<! -kqz<! hz! SVg<Ggt<! ofMl<!
him<Mg<G! uqPf<kqVg<Gl</! uz! nf<kk<kqZl<! ohV! ujtuqZOl! -s<SVg<Ggt<!
Okix<xlib<g<!gim<Ml</!-jvh<jh!DKl<OhiK!-s<SVg<Ggt<!nx<Xh<OhiGl</!
!
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!
! g{<{icjbg<!ogi{<M!stqs<su<uqe<!dm<hg<gk<jkh<!hiIk<kiz<!nkqz<!sqX!
sqX! Gpqgt<! -Vh<hkiz<! Oke! ujk! Ohizg<! gim<Ml</! ! -g<Gpqgt<! ! hz!
Ogi{Lt<tjugtibqVg<Gl</! ! -jugtqe<! hVjl! nr<Gzk<kqz<!
Lx<F~x<jxl<hkqz<! yV! hr<G! Lkz<! F|x<xqz<! yV! hr<G! ujvg<Gl<! -Vg<Gl</!
-g<GpqgTg<Gs<! sqXh<HVur<gt<! -jm! wz<jzbiGl</! ! -g<Gpqgtqe<! ncbqx<!
Gg<gqg<!GKur<gt<!weh<hMl<!F{<{qb!Gpz<gtqe<!uibqz<gt<!gi{h<hMl</!
!
! ksqvr<gTl<!fvl<HgTl<-jvh<jhjb!Ohi]qg<Gl</!!ficgt<!Gg<gq!ficBl<!
=vz<!ficbqe<!ui<s<seqg<!gqjtBl<!uzg<!Gg<gqb!utqjg<!gqjtBl<!nke<!GXf<!
ksqvr<gTOlbil</! -jugt<! Ohsqg<! gusk<Kg<G! -vk<k&m<c?! Neibgusk<kqx<!
gqjtk<K! gjmsqbib<s<! stqs<! su<uqx<! hmVl</! ! fitr<gt<! ficgOtiM! %ms<!
ose<X! hqtqjg! fitk<kqZl<! Ousg! fitk<kqZl<! LcBl</! ! Osim{qgt<!
WvitliBl<!outq!dt<!we!-v{<M!okiGkqgtigUl<!-Vg<gqe<xe/!!fvl<Hgt<!
uz! -m!dOvikv! fvl<Hgtqe<! -Xkqg<! gqjtgOtiM! uzK! fvl<hqe<! gqjtgt<!
hqe<!utk<kqZl<!-mK!fvl<hqe<! gqjtgt<!Le<!utk<kqZlib<h<! hmVl</! sgOuk!
fvl<hqzqVf<Kl<!gqjtgt<!-jvh<jhg<G!uVl</!
!
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SIDDHA PHYSIOLOGY 
 
d{Uh<! hijkbqz<! d{<m! d{Uh<! ohiVt<gtieK! sm! -visibe!
liXkz<gjth<!ohx<x!dmz<!uqzr<gtiz<!Ohim{k<Kg<Giqb!ohiVtigq!dmjzh<!
Oh{jug<Gl<! Ng<g! sg<kqgtigqe<xe/! ! -f<fqgp<s<sqOb! osiqlel<! weh<hMl</!
sk<Kt<th<! ohiVt<gjt!d{Uh<! hijk!&zlig!-z<zilz<! OuoxiV!upqbig!
)GVkqbqOzOb! Ofiqjmbig*! osZk<kqeiz<! dmz<! uqzr<gt<! njugjt!
Wx<hOkbqz<jz/!!njugjtk<!kr<gTjmb!ne<eqbh<!ohivtigOu!lkqg<gqe<xe/!!
osbx<jgbig?! sQv{lie! sk<Kt<th<! ohiVt<gtqz<! sqz!GVkqbqz<! Ofiqjmbigs<!
osZk<kqeiz<! sqz! slbl<! uqzr<gt<! Wx<Xg<! ogit<Tgqe<xe/! ! NviBlqmk<K?!
he<uqzh<!hqvi{qgtqz<!osiqlel<!hqvk<kqObgligk<!keqh<hm<m!dXh<hqz<!fmg<gqxK/!!
nkiuK!osiqlel<?!d{U!dXh<hqz<!nz<zK!osiqle!dXh<hqz<!hqvk<kqObglig!
fmg<gqxK/!!nkje!ne<elbg<Ogisl<!we<hi</!
!
! ne<el<!hqvi{oee<!xiIg<G!lqVuqf<K< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ke<jebxqf<K{<M!sikqg<g!uz<ziIg<Gs<!< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
! osie<e!liLVk<!Okie<Xl<!w{<!sqk<kqbil<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
! ne<eu!<<< ovz<zil<!npqux!fqe<xOk< < << < << < < !
. kqVlf<kqvl<!2:3:!
!
biIg<Gl<! d{<[l<! d{uqeiz<! f{<[l<! hbqx<sqbigqx! dbqi<h<hqeiZl<!
d{<miGl<! -Vuqf<Kgt</! ! nu<uqf<Kuqe<! li{<hqje!nxqf<K! ke<! dmzgk<Ok!
d{<M!ogit<ukigqb!kr<Gkjzs<!osb<b!uz<ziIg<G!nui<!kl<!dml<H!ohie<!
Ohie<X!kqgPl</!!nui<gt<!-f<fqzlqjs!fQMuip<uiIgt</!
!
! ne<ek<kqz<!uqf<K!nmr<Gl<hc!g{<M< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
! le<eh<!hqvi{eil<!uqf<K!lxqk<kqm<M< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! lqe<oeik<k!uqf<K!fi!kf<kk<K!uqm<cm< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! ue<ek<!kqVuqf<K!liBr<gibk<kqOz< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
. kqVlf<kqvl<!2:39!
d{<[l<!fz<Z{uiz<!Wx<hMl<!uqf<K!ke<!dml<hgk<Ok!nmr<Gl<!ujgbqjeg<!
g{<M?!dbqi<!ofMfit<!fqjz!ohXliX!osb<kz<!Ou{<Ml</!
! d{Uh<! hijkbqz<! YvxqU! -f<kqiqb! Lh<H,g<gt<! Svh<hqg<gh<! hMgqe<xe/!!
nl<Lh<H,g<gt<! d{Uh<! ohiVt<gjt! -vsibe! Ljxbigh<!
hqe<eh<hMk<kh<hMgqe<xe/! ! -l<Lh<H,g<gjt! &e<X! hqiquigh<! hqiqg<gzil</!!
njugtiue/!
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!
2/ gizqzqg!Lh<H,g<gt<!
3/ fq{Lh<H,g<gt< 
4/ giqfQvg!H,g<gt< 
!
2/ gizqzg!Lh<H,g<gt<< < << < << < <!
!! gizqzgh<! ohiVt<! nz<zK! HOvikh<! ohiVt<gjth<!
hqe<eh<hMk<kh<hMgqe<xe/!
3/ fq{Lh<H,g<gt<< < << < << < <!
fq{l<!nz<zK!ogiPh<Hh<!ohiVt<gjth<!hqiqg<gqe<xe/!
4/ giqfQvg!Lh<H,g<gt<Q < < <Q < < <Q < < <!
liUh<! ohiVt<gt<?! si<g<gjvh<! ohiVt<gt<! Ohie<xjugjts<!
sQv{qg<gs<!osb<gqe<xe/!
! !
!! -l<! Lh<H,g<gt<! d{Uh<! hijkbqZt<t! Svh<hqg<! Ogitr<gtqzqVf<K!
uqMuqg<gh<hMgqe<xe/! ! osiqle! -vsr<gtqz<! gzf<Kt<te/! ! Neiz<! yOv!
okipqjzh<! Hiqf<kiZl<! yu<ouie<Xl<! njlh<hqz<! ouu<Ouxigk<! kqgp<gqe<xe/!!
dkiv{lig?! Gg<gqbqz<! gqmg<Gl<! gizqzqg! Lh<H,Ul<! gj{bk<kqz<! d{<miGl<!
gizqzqg! Lh<H,Ul<! njlh<hqz<! ye<xz<z/! ! okipqzqz<! yOv! Oujzjbs<!
osb<gqe<xe/!
! d{Uh<!ohiVjt!-vsibe!liXkz<!njmkze<xqBl<!d{Uh<!hijkbqe<!
-bf<kqvk<!okipqziZl<!liXkzjmgqe<xe/!!-bf<kqv!liXkz<gtiz<!d{uieK!
ouu<OuX! ohiVt<gtigh<! hqiqg<gh<hMgqe<xe/! ! d{Uh<! hijkbqz<! yu<ouiV!
gm<mr<gTg<Gl<! ofgqp<f<K! osz<Zgqe<xK/! ! osiqle! fQviz<! gzf<K! sQv{qg<gh<!
hm<Ml<!osiqleligikh<!ohiVt<gjt!lzligg<!gpqk<Kl<!outqk<kt<th<hMgqe<xK/!
! d{uqZt<t! sQu! sg<kqBt<t! -vsibeh<! ohiVt<gt<! hqvi{uiBUme<!
gzf<K!wiqgqe<xe/!!-s<osbjzk<!kgel<!we<X!njph<hK{<M/!!nke<!hbeig!
dm<c{s<!sg<kq!nz<zK!$M!sg<kq!hqxg<gqxK/!!-f<k!Oujz!w{<{x<x!dmz<!
uqzr<gtqz<! fjmohXgqxK/! ! -f<k! w{<{x<x! F{<{qb! djzgt<! wh<OhiKl<!
Oujz!osb<K!ogi{<cVg<g!Ou{<Ml</!!nux<jx!&cuqm!LcbiK/!!djzgt<!
-br<g! d{U! wh<OhiKl<! Okju/! ! ljpg<! gizlieiZl<! Ogijmg<!
gizlieiZl<!d{U!d{<mig!Ou{<Ml</!!NgOu!dmZg<Gs<!sg<kq!ntqh<hK!
d{uqe<!Lkz<!OujzbiGl</!
! dmjz! uti<h<hK! d{uqe<! -v{<miuK! h{qbiGl</! ! lvilk<K!
osb<uKl<! NGl</! ! dmz<! njlh<hqx<Gl<! uqzr<gtqe<! uti<s<sqg<Gl<! nux<xqe<!
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gpqU! Okb<ju! =M! osb<K! lvilk<Ks<! osb<ukx<Gl<! d{U! Okju/! ! weOu!
uti<sqjk!lix<xr<gTg<G!d{U!dXKj{bigqxK/!
! d{uqEjmb! &e<xiuK! Oujz! dmjzg<! gih<hkiGl</! ! dbqVt<t!
dmzqOz! Suisl<?! GVkq! Ym<ml<?! dmx<gir<jg! dx<hk<kq! -ju! ski! fmf<K!
ogi{<Om! -Vg<Gl</! ! -ju! fmh<hK! uqzr<gtqz<! fmg<gl<! sqz! -e<xqbjlbik!
-vsibeg<! gqiqjbgtqe<! uqjtuiz<! NGl</! ! -f<ks<! sQuikivs<! osb<jggt<!
fmh<hkx<Gs<! sqz! sk<Kh<! ohiVt<gt<! Okju/! ! Neiz<! -f<ks<! sk<Kh<!
ohiVt<gTg<G!liUh<! ohiVt<?! ogiPh<H?! HOvikl<!-ux<xqe<!ntU!Gjxf<kiz<!
dmOe!ohiqb!ogMkz<!Wx<hMukqz<jz/!!Woeeqz<!-ux<xqe<!Gjxjbk<!kQIg<g!
dmzqz<! dt<t! Oslqh<Hh<! hbe<hMgqxK/! ! -jugtqe<! Gjxuiz<! dmz<!
olzqbzil</! ! Neiz<! d{<jlbqz<! -Vg<g! Ou{<cb! gih<Hh<! ohiVt<! ntU!
Gjxf<kiz<!Ofib<gt<!kig<GuK!fqs<sbl</!
!
GVkq!uqzr<gt<< << << <!
osu<uqzr<gt<< < << < << < <!
! sqe<eR<sqX! hqvi{qgtigqb! osu<uqzr<gtqe<! lk<kqlk<kqz<! uqzsgk<jk!
)lQe<?! hil<H?! hxjugt<*! ohx<xqVg<gqexe/! ! sikiv{lig!Sg! Okgqgtqz<! leqk!
-ek<kqx<Gl<!ohiqb!!uqzr<gqer<gTg<Gl<!osu<uqzk<kqx<G!uqzsgl<!-z<jz/!
! osu<uqzr<gt<!um<mucuLt<tju/!!lk<kqbqz<!olz<zqbkigUl<!-VHxLl<!
Guqf<Kl<! Yvk<kqz<! kck<Kl<! -Vg<Gl</! ! -ju! ye<Oxiomie<X! ym<cg<ogi{<M!
nMg<gMg<gig! -Vg<Gl</! ! yu<ouiV! osu<uqzr<gTl<! ouu<OuX! hqvi{qgtqz<!
uqk<kqbish<hMgqe<xe/! ! leqk! osu<uqzr<gt<! olKuigUl<! -sq! dt<tkigUl<!
dt<te/! ! -K! yV! ofsU! kiKju! olz<zqb! su<uqeiz<! OgiIg<gh<hm<m!
uqzliGl</! ! kiKju!ofsUk<kQ! hkiIk<kk<kqz<!nb!osf<kutl<! we<x!-l<lqgt<!
nmr<gqBt<te/! ! -kqz<! nbsk<Kl<! osf<kutl<! we<x! HOvikh<! ohiVTl<!
Osi<f<kqVg<gqe<xe/!!yV!ge!lqlQ!GVkqbqz<!6?11?111!osu<uqzr<gt<!-Vg<gqe<xe!
we! g{g<gqmh<hm<Mt<tK/! ! -jugt<! =vz<?! hqtqjg?! uqBhiuvgk<kqS?! ogiPh<H!
)wZl<H! &jt*! Ngqbjugtqz<! -Vf<K! dx<hk<kqbigqe<xe/! ! dx<hk<kqbigqe<x!
gizk<kqz<!osu<uqzk<kqz<!uqzsgl<!d{<M/!!GVkqbqz<!gzg<Gl<!Le<!uqzsgk<jk!
-pf<K! uqMgqxK/! ! Njgbqeiz<! njugtqe<! dbqi<! dxg<gk<kqz<! Np<f<K!
uqMgqxK/! ! nkEjmb! uip<g<jg! sqxqK! gizf<kie<! keg<oge<x! Sbokipqz<!
gqjmbiK/! ! njugt<! npqf<kohiPKl<! hPKhiIg<g!LcbiK/! ! njugTg<G!
-eohVg<gl<! -z<jz/! ! njugt<! =vz<?! uqBhiuvgk<kqS?! hqtqjg!
Ohie<xjugtqz<!lcgqe<xe/!!!
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!
osu<uqzl<!w{<{qg<jg< < < << < < << < < < !
! osu<uqzl<!N{<MgTg<G!61?11?111!oh{<gTg<Gl<!56?11?111!-Vg<gqe<xe/!!
-u<! w{<{qg<jgbqeiz<! osu<uqzr<gt<! ohiqbokiV! hvh<jh! Wx<hMk<Kgqe<xe/!!
-f<k!hvf<k!-mk<kqz<!hqvi{uiBl<!giqblqz!uiBl<!svl<!Hiqgqe<xe/!
! osu<uqzr<gtqe<! w{<{qg<jg! ouu<OuX! Sgi<{! gqiqjg! fqjzgTg<Gk<!
kg<guiX! liXl</! ! sqzdXh<Hgt<! )hqtqjg?! gz<zQvz<?! Okiz<*! “GVkq! okim<c”!
gtig!uqzr<gi!fqx<gqe<xe/!!osu<uqzr<gjt!fqXk<kq!Oslqk<K!juh<hKl<!kg<g!
gizk<kqz<! GVkqbqz<! kqVl<h! nEh<HuKlie! osbjz! fvl<H! l{<mzr<gt<!
osbz<Hiqgqe<xe/! ! Ohsqgt<! nkqg! kQuqvlig! okipqx<hm<m! hqxG! hiIk<kiz<!
GVkqbqz<! osu<uqzr<gt<! lqGf<K! gi{h<hMl</! ! osu<uqzr<gtqe<! w{<{qg<jg!
ntuqe<! Wx<xk<kip<U! njugtqe<! dx<hk<kqbiGl</! ! Ougk<jk! ohiVf<kqBl<!
njugt<! lcBl</! ! givk<ke<jlgjth<! ohiVf<kqBl<! -Vg<Gl</! ! osu<uqzr<gt<!
wZl<H! &jtbqz<! dx<hk<kqbigqe<xe/! ! GVkqbqz<! osu<uqzl<! nkqg! kQuqvlig!
Okjuh<hm<miz<!nkqg!uqjvuqz<!wZl<H&jt!osu<uqzr<gjt!dx<hk<kq!osb<Bl</!!
-u<uiX! nkquqjvuqz<! dx<hk<kqbigq! uVl<! osu<uqzr<gtqz<! uqzgr<gt<!
gi{h<hMl</! ! uqzsgLt<t! osu<uqzr<gt<! gi{h<hm<miz<! GVkqbqz<!
osu<uqzr<gtqe<! w{<{qg<jg! hikqg<gh<hm<cVg<gqxK! we<X! gVkOu{<Ml</!!
osu<uqzr<gt<! Gjxf<k! fqjzg<G! osu<uqzl<! Gjxuiz<! Wx<hm<m! ouTh<H!
)hi{<M*! Ofib<! weh<hMl<! gbOfibqZl<! Hx<XOfib<gtqZl<! ouTh<H! Ofib<!
gi{h<hMl</!!w{<{qg<jgbqz<!nkqglieiz<!osu<uqzl<!nkqgiqh<H!weh<hMl</!
!
nbosf<ku<<< tl<<<<!
! osu<uqzr<gTg<Gt<!ohVl<hie<jlbig!dt<tmr<gqb!wjm!dt<t!ohiVt<!
“nbosf<kutl<”! we<El<! GVkq! fqxh<Ht<tqgt<! nz<zK! -l<lqgt<! -Vg<gqe<xe/!!
-kqz<! osf<kutl<! YI! ujgbie! ytqlblie! gizgh<ohiVtiGl</! ! nbl<!
we<El<! sk<K! lx<oxie<X! nbosf<kutl<! fQiqz<! Szhligg<gjvBl</! ! -K!
ouGsQg<gqvk<kqz<! uiBg<gtqz<! sqxh<hig! hqvi{! uiBme<! gzg<Gl</! ! nu<uiX!
gzf<k!nbosf<kutk<jk!“hqvi{!nbosf<kutl<”!we<hi</!!-u<uqkl<!fmf<k!lQ{<!
osbjz!lXhcBl<!Le<eqVf<k!fqjzg<G!lix<xk<kg<gK/!!weOu!nbosf<kutl<!
hqvi{!uiBjus<!Slf<K!osz<ukx<G!gVuqbigqxK/!
!
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SIDDHA PATHOLOGY 
 
 Siddha pathology deals with the aetiology, pathogenesis and the clinical 
features of diseases.  Siddha medicine  accept to trihumoural  pathology and diseases 
conditions are attibuted to imbalance in normal physiological status of humours. 
 “lqgqEl<!Gj<<< xbqEl<!Ofib<!osb<Bl<!F~OziI< < < << < < << < < < !
! utq!Lkzi!ob{<{qb!&e<X< << << < ”!
. kqVg<Gxt<!
When the 1:1/2 :1/4 normal proportion of the uyir thathus are disturbed. It 
leads to mukkutram (Disease condition). 
 Much inporfance is laid on humoural composition of the body and their 
normal functioning is influenced by a member of exogenous and edogenous factors.  
The most important factors among them are as follows 
 
Causes for disease 
1. Change in food habits 
2. Seasonal variations 
3. Alterations in udal thathukkal 
4. Alterations in tri humors. 
5. Environmental changes 
 
1. Change in food habits 
 “okipqz<!ohX!jgh<Hg<!giIk<kz<!Kui<k<kz<!uQR<sR<!OsiXl<< < < < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < < < Q < < <!
! hcbkil<!uvG!lx<jxh<!jhf<kqje!bVf<kqeiVl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! wpqz<!ohx!hgVxr<gq!-vuqeqZ!xr<gik!kiZl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ljp!fqgx<!GpzqeiOz!uikr<!Ogihqg<gr<!giOe/< < < << < < << < < < ” 
      - hvvis!Osgvl<!
! Excessive intake of spicy, pungent, astringent, un healthy food habits, day 
sleeping, loss of sleep in the night. 
 “gieOu!lqgU{<miZl<!gVK!hm<ceq!uqm<miZl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! lij{!biI!g{<!Olig!lqxr<gqE!lqGf<kqm<miZl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! N{u!lzr<!gml<jl!br<gOe!uqmik!kiZl<< < < << < < << < < <”!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!hvvis!Osgvl <!
! Excessive food (or) starvation 
 Excessive indulgence of sex and ego 
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 “gizr<gt<!lixqB{<[l<!giiqbk<kiZf<!k{<{QI< < < < < < < Q< < < < < < < Q< < < < < < < Q !
! sizOu!bVf<kqeiZl<!sf<kqbqZm<!giIf<kiZl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! Ogizlil<!Htqh<H!ofb<jb!Gjxux!uVf<kqeiZl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! uizuiI!Ljz!fz<ziOt!uik!Lx<h!uqg<gl<kiOe/< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! ! ! ! ! .!hvvis!Osgvl<!
! Irregular diet, Excessive intake of water, ghee and sour. 
 
2. Seasonal variation (Paruva kaalam) 
  All three humours disturbed. 
Vatham Aggravated 
Pitham Accumulated 
1. 
 
Kaar kalam (giIgizl<*!
Nu{q?!Hvm<misq!
Kapham Slightly changes 
Vatham Normal 
Pitham Aggaruated 2. 
Koothir kaalam (%kqi<gizl<*!
)Jh<hsq?!giIk<kqjg*!
 Kapham Normal 
3. 
Munpani kaalam 
(Le<heqg<gizl<*!
liIgpq?!jk!
All are neutalized  
4. 
Pinpani kaalam 
(hqe<heq!gizl<*!
(lisq?!hr<Geq* 
Kapham Accumulated 
5. 
Elaveanir kaalam 
(-tOueqx<!gizl<*!
)sqk<kqjv?!jugisq*!
Kapham Aggravated 
Kapham Normal 
6. 
Muthuvenir Kaalam 
(LKOueqx<!gizl<*!
)Neq?!Nc*!
Vatham Accumulated 
 
The routine 
Accumulation 
Aggravation 
Normal 
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Developed in our body corresponds with Paruvakaalam 
 
 
 
 
 
!
!
!
ALTERATIONS IN MUKKUTRAM 
ALTERATION IN VALI 
Affected Abanan 
 Constipation 
 Oliguria 
 Abdominal distention 
  
Affected Vyanan 
 It protects the body by filling the essences of the digested food in the proper 
places. 
 
Affected Udhanan 
 Nausea 
 Vomitting 
 
Affected Kirukaran 
 Nausea 
 
ALTERATION IN AZHAL 
Affected Sadhagam 
Regular activities was affected 
 
ke<eqjzbikz<!
Oux<Xfqjz!uti<s<sq!
ke<eqjz!uti<s<sq!
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ALTERATION IN IYYAM 
Affected avalambagam. 
 This is considered to be support for other ayyams. It occupies the lungs and 
heart and help the other four by its natural quality of its spreading. 
 
Affected Bothagam 
 It dwells in tongue and maker its to feel the taste of food. 
 
Alterations in udal thathukkal  
 The human body in made of seven basic physical constituents.  These 
constituents should be harmony and normality.  Any variations in them will lead to 
their functional deviations. 
 The following udal thathukkal are affected in chaviranga vatham. 
 
1. Saram 
 Increased saaram leads to diseases of increased Iyam liked reduced appetite. 
 Decreased saaram leads to dryner of the skin, tiredness and diminished 
activities of the sense of organ. 
 
2. Senneer 
 Decreases senneer causes tiredness, pallor, desire to take sour ad chill food. 
Increased senneer causes, reduced appetite and reddish eye and skin. 
 
3. Oon 
Increased Causes of stomach, thigh 
Decreased causes of weakness of five sense organ, pain in the joints 
 
4. Kozhuppu 
 Increased causes of obesity 
 Decreased causes of sluggishness. 
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5. Environmental changes 
 There are 5 types of places in siddha aspect 
Kurinchi (GxqR<sq*! Kapham accumulated.  Anaemic fever, 
abdominal mass may develop 
Mullai (Lz<jz*! Vadham diseases 
Pitham diseases 
Marutham (lVkl<*! Place for live 
Neithal (ofb<kz<! Vadham diseases, Liver enlargement, 
Flatulance (Andarogams) 
Palai (hijz*! Place for lot of disease. 
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MODERN ASPECTS 
ANATOMY  
Introduction: 
  The stomach is a 'J' shaped widest and more dilated part of the alimentary 
tract. It occupies the epigastric, umbilical and hiipochondric region of the abdominal 
cavity. It's capacity varies with age. 
 30 ml at birth 
 1000 ml at puberty 
 1500 - 2000 ml in adult 
Structure: 
Stomach has two orifices, two borders and two surfaces.  
 
Orifices: 
1. Cardiac Orifice: 
  The opening from the oesophagus in to the stomach is the Cardiac Orifice at 
the level of  T11 . 
2. Pyloric Orifice: 
  Opens into duodenum at the level of LI.  
 
Curvatures: 
1.  Lesser curvature: 
  It is shorter, concave and right border of the stomach. 
2. Greater Curvatures: 
  It is longer, convex and left border of the stomach.  
 
Surfaces:  
1. Anterior Surface: 
  It faces forward and upwards.  
2. Posterior Surface: 
  It faces backward and downwards.  
 
Sub divisions: 
  The stomach is divided into two parts. 
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1. Cardiac Part: 
  It is further divided intofundus and body. 
2. Pyloric Part: 
  It is further divided into pyloric antrum and pyloric canal. 
Fundus: 
  Dome shaped, convex part of the stomach above the cardiac orifice is fundus. 
Body: 
  Body lies between thefundus and the pyloric antrum. Body of the stomach is 
the largest part of the stomach. 
 
Pyloric Canal: 
It is about 1 inch long, narrow and tubular. It terminates on the pylorus. 
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Walls of the stomach: 
  There are four layers in the stomach muscle layer. 
1. Outer Serous Layer 
2. Muscular Layer 
3. Submucus Layer 
4. Inner Mucus Layer 
5. Muscular Layer 
 
1. Outer layer       -  longitudinal fibres 
2. Middle layers   -  circular fibres 
3. Inner layers      -  oblique fibres 
Under resting condition, the mucosa of the stomach is thrown in to many 
folds. These folds are called rugae. However the rugae disappear when the stomach is 
distended after meals throughout the inner surface of stomach small depression are 
seen. These are called gastric pits.  The glands of the stomach open into these pits. 
The inner surface of stomach is also covered by 2 mm thick mucus. 
Blood Supply: 
  Arterial blood is supplied by the branches of Coeliac Artery 
1. Left gastric artery. 
2. Right gastric artery. 
3. Right gastro epiploic artery. 
4. Left gastro epiploic artery. 
5. Short gastric artery. 
Venous Drainage: 
1. Portal vein 
2. Superior Mesentric vein 
3. Splenic vein 
Lymphatic Drainage: 
  The stomach has been divided into four lymphatic territories. Area   'A   or  
pancreatico   splenic   area'   Drains   into   the pancreatico splenic nodes. 
 Area B drains into the left gastric nodes. 
 Area C drains into the right gastro epiploic nodes. 
 Area D drains into different dissections into the pyloric, 
 hepatic, left gastric nodes. 
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Nerve Supply: 
  Sympathetic supply is from T6 to T10 segments of the spinal cord, stimulation 
of the sympathetic nerves reduces the motility of the stomach and the secretion of 
gastric juice. "Para Sympathetic supply is from vagus" stimulation of para 
sympathetic nerves increases the motility and secretion of gastric juice. 
 
HISTOLOGY OF RBC 
 
           When seen in surface view each erythrocyte is a circular disc having a diameter 
of about 7  µm (6.5-8.5 µm).  When viewed from the side it is seen to be biconcace, 
the maximum thickness being about 2 µm.  Erythrocytes are cells that have lost their 
nuclei (and other organelles).  They are bounded by a plasma exmbrane.  They 
contain a red coloured protein called haemoglobin. It is because of the presence of 
haemoglobin that erythrocytes (and blood as a whole) are red in colour.  Haemoglobin 
plays an important role in carrying oxygen from the lungs to all tissues of the body.  
In a healthy person there are about 15g of haemoglobin in every 100ml blood. 
 When erythrocytes are seen in a film of blood spread out on a slide, they 
appear yellow (or pale red) in colour. Their rims (being thicker) appear darker than 
the central parts.  When suspended in a suitable medium eryuthrocytes often appear to 
be piled over one another this is described as rouleaux formation. 
 Erythrocytes are formed in bone marrow from where they enter the blood 
stream.  Each erythrocyte has a life of about 100 to 120 days at the end of which it is 
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removed from blood by cells of the mononuclear phagocyte system (specially in the 
spleen and bone marrow).  The constituents of erythrocytes are broken down and 
reused to form new erythrocytes. 
 Like cell membranes of other cells, the plasma membranes of erythrocytes are 
composed of lipids and proteins.  Several types of proteins are present, including 
ABO antigens responsible for a person’s blood group. 
 The shape of erythrocytes is maintained by a cytoskeleton made up of the 
protein spectrin.  Spectrin filaments are anchored to the cell membrane by another 
protein ankyrin.  Action filaments and some other proteins are also present. 
 Haemoglobin consists of molecules of globulin bound to an iron containing 
porphyrin called haem.  Each globulin molecule is made up of a group of four 
polypeptide chains.  The composition of the polypeptide chains is variable, and as a 
result several types of haemoglobin can exist.  Most of normal adult haemooglobin is 
classified as Haemoglobin A (HbA).  Haemoglobin A2(HbA)2 is also present.  
Abnormal forms of haemoglobin include haemoglobin S (in sickle cell disease). 
 
 
 Apart from haemoglobin, erythrocytes contain enzyme systems that control 
pH by adjusting sodium levels within the erythrocytes.  They derive energy by 
anaerobic metabolism of glucose and by ATP generation (via a hexose 
monophosphate shunt). 
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 Fetal erythrocytes are nucleated and contain a different form of haemoglobin 
(bF).  However, in the later part of fetal life these erythrocytes are gradually replaced 
by those of the adult type. 
Anaemia 
 Dificiency of haemoglobin in blood is called anaemia.  Anaemia is commonly 
produced by dificiency of iron in diet. 
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PHYSIOLOGY  
 MODERN ASPECT 
Functions of stomach 
Types of Function 
  1. Mechanical Function 
 2. Digestive Function 
 3. Protective Function 
 4. Haemopoitic Function 
 
I. Mechanical function 
a. Storage function 
 The food is stored in the stomach for a long period for 3 to 4 hours and 
emptied into the intestine slowly.  The maximum capacity of stomach is upto 1.5 
liters.  The slow emptying of stomach provides enough time for proper digestion and 
absorption of food substances in the small intutine. 
 
b. Formation of chyme 
 The peristaltic movements of stomach mix the blows with gastric juice and  
convert if into the semisolid material known as chyme. 
 
II. Digestine function 
 Gastric juice decreased by glands of the stomach contain mainly the enzymes 
action on protein. 
 The proteolytic enzymes of the gastric juice are pepsin and rennin.  Gastric 
juice also contains some other enzymes like gastric lipase gelatnase, urase and gastric 
amylase. 
 
III. Protective function 
i. Protects the stomach wall from irritation or mechanical injury by virtue 
of its high viscosity. 
ii. Prevents the digestive action of pepsin on the wall of the stomach 
particularly gastric mucosa. 
iii. Profects the gastric mucosa from hydrochloric acid of gastric juice 
because of its allcaline nature and its acid combinine power. 
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IV. Hemopoietic fuction 
The intrinsic factor of castle present in gastric juice.  plays an important role in 
erythropoiesis.  It is necessary for absorption of vitamin B12 from G1 tract into the 
blood. 
 Vitamin B12 is an important maturation factor during erythropoesis.  The 
deficiency of vitamin B12 leads to pernicois anemia. 
 
V. Excretory function 
 Many substances like toxins, alkaloids and metals are excreted through gastric 
juice. 
 
Properties and composition of gastric juice 
 Gastric juice is the mixture of secretions from different glands of the stomach. 
Properties of gastric juice 
Volume :  1200 to 1500 ml/day. 
Reaction :  Gastric juice is highly acidic with pH of 0.9 to 1.2.  The  
acidity of gastric juice is due to the presence of hydro 
chloric acid. 
Specific gravity:  1.002 to 1.004 
 
Composition of gastric juice 
 Gastric juice contains 99.5% if water and 0.5% solids.  The solids are organic 
and in organic substances. 
Gastric juice     
Water -99.5%      Solids – 0.5% 
Organic substances     Inorganic substance 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
Enzymes 
1. Peprin 
2. Rennin  
(in animals only 
3. Gastriclipase 
4. Gelatinase 
5. Urase 
Other organic  
substances 
1. Mucus 
2. Intrinic factor 
Inorganic substances 
1. Hydrochloric acid 
2. Sodium 
3. Calcium 
4. Potasium 
5. Bicarbonate 
6. Chloreide 
7. Phosphate 
8. Sulphate 
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Phases of gastric secretion 
 Secretion of gastric juice is a continuous process.  But the quantity varies 
depending up on the time and stimulus.  Accordingly secretion of gastric secretion 
juice occurs in three different phases 
1. Cephalic phase 
2. Gastric phase 
3. Intestinal phase 
  In human beings, a fourth phase called interdigestive  Phase exists.  All the 
phases are regulated by neural mechanism and/or hhumoral mechanism. 
 
CEPHALIC PHASE :  Only Nervous 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secretion of gastric juice by the stimuli arising from head region  (Cephalus) is called 
cephalic phase 
 
Two types of reflexes 
 Unconditioned reflex 
 Conditioned reflex 
GASTRIC PHASE :  Nervous and Hormonal 
 
 
 
Sight 
Smell  
Thought 
Hearing of food 
Condifined reflex 
Un Condifined 
reflex 
Taste 
(Food in Mouth 
Stimulation 
Vagus 
Stomach 
secretion of 
gastric juice 
Bolus in Stomach Vagus local nerves 
gastrin 
Stomach  
Secretion of Gastric Juice 
Stimulation 
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  When the food enters teh stomach, secretion of gastirc juice increase. This 
period is called gastric phase. 
 
INTESTINAL PHASE :  Mostly hormonal 
 
 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
When the chyme enters the intestine from stomach, initially the gastric secretion 
increases and later if stops. This phase is under both nervous and hormonal control 
 
Two types of Intestinal phase 
 Initial Stage 
 Later Stage 
 
Chyme 
in 
Intestine 
Gastrin Stomach  
Secretion  
of  
Gastric Juice 
Stimulation 
Secretin 
CCK – PZ 
Somato statin 
GIP 
VIP 
Inhibition 
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PATHOLOGY – MODERN ASPECT 
 
Anaemia 
 Anaemia is defined as a haemoglobin concentration in blood below the lower 
limit of the normal range for the age and sex of the individual. 
 
Patho physiology of anaemia 
 Subnormal level of haemoglobin causes lowered oxygen carrying capacity of 
the blood. 
 Increased release of oxygen from haemoglobin. 
 Increased blood flow to the tissues 
 Maintenance of the blood volume and redistribution of blood flow to maintain 
the cerebral blood supply. 
 
Classification of anaemias 
Patho physiology 
I. Anaemia due to increased blood loss 
a. Acute post haemorrhagic anaemia 
b. Chronic blood loss. 
 
II. Anamias due to imparied red cell production 
a. Cytoplasmic maturation defects 
1. Deficient haem synthesis 
 Irom deficiency anaemia 
2. Deficient globin synthesis 
 Thalassaemic syndromes 
 
     b. Nuclear maturation defects 
  Vitamin B12  and/or folic acid deficiency Megaloblastic anaemia 
 
     c. Defect in stermcell politeration and differentation. 
 1. A plastic anaemia 
 2. Pure redcell aplasia 
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     d. Anaemia of chronic disorders 
     e. Bone marrow infiltration 
     f. Congenital anaemia 
 
III. Anaemias due to increased red cell destruction (Haemolytic anaemia) 
A. Extrinsic (extra corpuscular) red cell abnormalities 
B. Intrinsic (intra carpuscular) red cell abnormalities. 
 
PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA (Addisonian Anemia) 
This is a syndrome of megaloblastic macrocytic anemia resulting from 
absence of secretion of intrinsic factor from the stomach. 
Aetiology 
1. It is possibly due to lack of secretion of intrinsic factor by the stomach. Lack of 
intrinsic factor causes defective absorption of Vitamin B12. 
2. Recently it is thought to be an auto-immune disease as gastric antibodies have 
been found in the blood. Parietal cell antibodies have been found in 85% and 
intrinsic factor antibodies are found in about 50%-70% of the patients. 
3. Genetic  factor:  In  about   10%  of cases  other family members  are seen to be 
affected.  Blood group A is commonly seen among these patients. However, 
exact pathogenesis is not very clear. 
It is classically seen in northern European and Scandinavian ancestry but 
increasingly recognised now-a-days in young black and Hispanic women. 
Pathogenesis 
Intrinsic factor is a protein secreted from the gastric parietal cells. Vitamin B12 
in the ingested food forms a complex with intrinsic factor. R factor competes with 
intrinsic factor in this complex formation. However R factor B12 complex is not 
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absorbed. B12 intrinsic factor complex reaches ileum and is absorbed through specific 
receptor in the ileum. In the blood 90% is bound to Plasma transport protein 
Transcobalamin I and III (secreted by WBC) which have no ability to transport B12 
inside the cells. Only 10% of B12 is bound to Transcobalamin II which is capable of 
transporting B12 inside the cell. Inside the liver about 2000 to 5000 p,g of B12 
remains stored. Since the amount of loss of B12 is about 3-5 Jig/day. About 3 years 
will be required for development of deficiency after cessation of B12 absorption. On 
absence of B12, bone marrow shows megaloblastic reaction and other features in the 
marrow and peripheral blood as described before will be present. If, B12 is not 
absorbed from the gut stool will contain huge amount of B12. So there is poverty 
among plenty. 
Clinical Features 
Onset is Gradual 
Age :  Middle age, i.e. 40-60 years. It is rarely manifested before 
35 years of age. 
Sex :  Females 
It is a disease of temperate climate and is rarely seen in our country. 
Symptoms 
1. Weakness, pallor, lassitude, tingling sensation, palpitation due to anemia. 
2. Recurrent diarrhoea and abdominal pain. 
3. Soreness of tongue. 
4. Neurological   symptoms   due   to   subacute   combined degeneration of 
spinal cord. 
5. Fever (usually low grade). 
Signs 
1. Pallor and lemon yellow colouration of the skin due to haemolysis are present. 
2. Red, raw and bald tongue (due to absence of papillae) as a result of glossitis is 
seen. It may develop several months or years prior to the development of 
anemia. 
3. Cardiac dilatation with haemic murmur is present. 
4. Pins and needles sensation in the fingers and toes may develop. 
5. Features of involvement of posterior and lateral column of spinal cord due to 
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axonal degeneration and demy el i nation may    develop.    This    is    called    
subacute    combined degeneration of spinal cord where posterior and lateral 
column of spinal cord show atrophy. 
6. Mental disturbances may be present. 
7. Spleen is palpable rarely. 
Investigations 
1. Gastric analysis shows histamine or pentagastrin fast achlorhydria with 
markedly reduced intrinsic factor. 
2. Peripheral blood and bone marrow show typical changes of megaloblastic 
anemia described before. 
3. Numerous autoimmune changes are seen most important of which are anti-
parietal cell and anti-intrinsic factor antibodies.  The former is a non-specific 
phenomenon while the latter is considered as diagnostic of pernicious anemia. 
4. Vitamin B12 level of serum and radioactive Vitamin Bl2 absorption test are all 
depressed. 
5. The Schilling test is also positive which shows excretion of less than 5% of 
Vitamin B12 in the urine, which is improved after addition of intrinsic factor. 
Complications 
Gastric carcinoma and subacute combined degeneration of the spinal cord may 
develop. Other complications due to anemia may also be seen.       
 
1. VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY 
 In Western countries, deficiency of vitamin B12 is more commonly due to 
pernicious (Addisonian) anaemia. True vegetarians like traditional Indian Hindus and 
breast-fed infants have dietary lack of vitamin B12. Gastrectomy by lack of intrinsic 
factor, and small intestinal lesions involving distal ileum where absorption of vitamin 
B12 occurs, may cause deficiency of the vitamin. Deficiency of vitamin B12 takes at 
least 2 years to develop when the body stores are totally depleted. 
 
2.   FOLATE DEFICIENCY 
Folate deficiency is more often due to poor dietary intake.  Other causes  
includeABLE 12.3: Etiologic  
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Classification of Megalobla 
I.   VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCTT 
A. Inadequate dietary intake e.g. strict vegetarians, breast-fed infants. 
B. Malabsorption 
 
1. Gastric causes:  
 Pernicious anaemia, gastrectomy, congenital lack of intrinsic factor. 
 
2. Intestinal causes:  
  Tropical sprue, ileal resection, Crohn's disease, intestinal blind loop syndrome, 
fish-tapeworm infestation. 
 
II.   FOLATE DEFICIENCY 
 Inadequate dietary intake e.g. in alcoholics, teenagers, infants, old age, 
poverty 
 Malabsorption e.g. in tropical sprue, coeliac disease, partial gastrectomy, 
jejunal resection, Crohn's disease. 
 Excess demand  
 Physiological: pregnancy, lactation, infancy. 
 Pathological : malignancy, increased haematopoiesis, chronic exfoliative 
skin disorders, tuberculosis, rheumatoid arthritis 
 Excess urinary folate loss e.g. in acfive liver disease, congestive heart 
failure 
 
PEPTIC ULCERS 
Peptic ulcers are the areas of degeneration and necrosis of gastrointestinal 
mucosa exposed to acid-peptic secretions. Though they can occur at any level of the 
alimentary tract that is exposed to hydrochloric acid and pepsin, they occur most 
commonly (98-99%) in either the duodenum or the stomach in the ratio of 4:1. Each 
of the two main types may be acute or chronic. 
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Acute Peptic (Stress) Ulcers 
Acute peptic ulcers or stress ulcers are multiple, small mucosal erosions, seen 
most commonly in the stomach but occasionally involving the duodenum. 
 
ETIOLOGY 
  These ulcers occur following severe stress. The causes are as follows:  
 Psychological stress  
 Physiological stress as in the following:  
 Shock 
 Severe trauma 
 Septicaemia 
 Extensive burns (Curling's ulcers in the posterior aspect of the first part 
of the    duodenum). 
 Intracranial lesions (Cushing's ulcers developing from hyperacidity 
following  excessive vagal stimulation). 
 Drug intake (e.g. aspirin, steroids, butazolidine,indomethacin). 
 Local irritants (e.g. alcohol, smoking, coffee etc). 
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PATHOGENESIS 
It is not clear how the mucosal erosions occur in stress ulcers because actual 
hypersecretion of gastric acid is demonstrable in only Cushing's ulcers occurring from 
intracranial conditions such as due to brain trauma, intracranial surgery and brain 
tumours. In all other etiologic factors, gastric acid secretion is normal or below 
normal. In these conditions, the possible hypotheses for genesis of stress ulcers are as 
under: 
 
1. Ischaemic hypoxic injury to the mucosal cells. 
2. Depletion of the gastric mucus 'barrier' rendering the mucosa susceptible to 
attack by acid-peptic secretions. 
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DETAILED VIEW OF DISSERTATION TOPIC 
AETIOLOGY 
 
DIETARY FACTOR 
  Altered food habit, Increased intake of Alcohol, Smoking are the etiological 
factors of the disease. 
 Excessive intake of 
 Bitter - Vaayu + Aagayam - Vatha 
 Astrigent – Vaayu + Prithivi - Vatha 
 Excessive intake of bitterguard , astrigent foods it is bitter & astrigent in 
taste causes increasing of vatha 
  All together the dietary cause of the vatha disease increasing vatha humor 
and along with the pitha humor. 
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ETIOPATHOGENESIS OF CHAVIRANGAVATHAM 
 
Diet Habits 
   
 
Changes in Uyir Thathukkal 
  Vatham Pitham Kabam 
 
Udal thathukkal affected in  Chavirangavatham 
 
 d{U?!osbz<gtqe<!liXhiMgtqeiz<!uikl<!nkqgiqg<gqxK!
 nkjek<! okimi<f<K! uikLl<! hqk<kLl<! ke<! ntuqz<! nkqgiqk<K?! ghl<!
ke<!ntuqz<!Gjxf<K!-f<Ofib<!d{<migqxK/!
 uiB! kiKuqz<! nhiee<?! dkiee<?! uqbiee<?! sliee<?! gqVgve<!
Ohie<xjugTl<?! hqk<k! kiKuqz<! sikg! hqk<kLl<?! hqvisg! hqk<kLl<?!
-viR<s!hqk<kLl<!ghkiKuqz<!kx<hgl<?!sf<kqgLl<!hikqh<hjmgqxK/!
 -kjek<! okimi<f<K! dmz<! kiKg<gtqz<! sivl<?! osf<fQi<?<! De<! ogiPh<H!
Ohie<xju! hikqh<hjmgqe<xe/! -ju! hikqh<hjmukiZl<! uikl<! Ofib<!
d{<migqxK/!
CHAVIRANGA VATHAM 
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PATHOLOGY 
  Mukkutra verupadugal, that is three humours changes play a major role in the 
development of disease. When mukkudram of the human body or the functional units 
are being affected by various factors, they immediately disturb the functions of the 
affected organ. 
‘uiklz<ziK!Oleq!ogmiK<<< ”!
  Changes in the vatha humour plays a vital role causing this disease followed 
by vatha alterations. So in karapatha thaaga vatham , vatham humour is first affected. 
 
CHANGES IN MUKKUTRAM 
INCREASES IN VALI 
 Praanan  -  Fatigue 
 Uthaanan  -  Nausea, Vomiting 
 Viyaanan  -  Burning sensation present in both hands and legs 
 Samaanan  -  Increased sweating. 
 Kirukaran  -  Dyspnoea 
 Devathathan  -  Sleeplessness 
 
INCREASES IN AZHAL 
 Sathaagam – Restlessness 
 Ranjagam - low haemoglobin level 
 Prasaagam - burning sensation in both hands and legs 
 
DECREASES IN IYYAM 
 Santhigam – Pain present in the both knee joints 
 Tharpagam – Burning sensation in both eyes 
 
ALTERATIONS IN UDAL THATHUKKAL 
 Saaram  -  Excessive sweating 
 Senneer  -  Low haemoglobin level 
 Oon  - Fatigue                                                                                                                    
 Kozhuppu  -  Weakness of the muscles  
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EVALUATION OF DISSERTATION TOPIC    
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
MATERIALS 
  The clinical study on CHAVIRANGA VATHAM was carried out at the Post 
Graduate Noi Naadal outpatient Department of Government Siddha Medical College, 
& Hospital Palayamkottai. 
 
CASE SELECTION AND SUPERVISION : 
  Author has selected 44 cases of Similar Symptoms of CHAVIRANGA 
VATHAM from the post Graduate outpatient department of Government Siddha 
Medical college and hospital Palayamkottai. From which 44 typical cases of 
chaviranga vatham were selected and were followed by the author whose work under 
the close supervision of the faculties of the Post Graduate Noi Naadal Department, 
Palayamkottai. 
 
EVALUATION OF CLINICAL PARAMETRES : 
Criteria for Inclusion: 
 Age 20 to 45 years  
 Both male & female 
 Pallorness, 
 Nausea,  
 Vomiting,  
 Thirst, 
 Sleepiness 
 Excessive intake of water  
 Body tiredness 
 
 Patients who are willing to undergo radiological investigation and give blood for 
laboratory investigation 
 
Criteria for Exclusion: 
 Gastritis 
 Duodenal ulcer 
 CA of stomach   
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The Clinical Parameters : 
 For further detailed study, modern investigation parameters were used. The 
following laboratory investigations were done in these cases. 
 
Hematology : 
2/ Total count of W.B.C 
3/ Differential Count of W.B.C 
4/ Hemoglobin 
5/ Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate. 
Bio Chemistry : 
2/ Blood Sugar 
3/ Blood Urea 
4/ Serum Creatinine 
5/ Cholesterol 
Urine Analysis 
2/ Albumin 
3/ Sugar 
4/ Deposits 
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METHODOLOGY 
STUDY DESIGN 
  Observational Type of Study. 
 
STUDY ENROLLMENT : 
 In the study patients reporting at the IPD & IPD of Govt Siddha Medical 
College Hospital with the clinical symptoms of CHAVIRANGA VATHAM 
will be referred to the Research group. Those patients will be screened using 
the screening proforma (Form –I) and examined clinically for enrolling in the 
study based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Based on the inclusion 
criteria the patients will be included first and excluded from the study on the 
same day if they hit the exclusion criteria. 
 The patients who are to be entrolled would informed (Form IV-A) about the 
study, and the objectives of the study in the language and terms 
understandable for them. 
 After ascertaining the patients willingness, a written informed consent would 
be obtained from them in the consent from (Form – IV) 
 All these patients will be given unique registration card in which patients’ 
Registration number of the study, Address, Phone Number and Doctors phone 
number etc. will be given, so as to research group easily, if any complication 
arises. 
 Complete clinical history, complaints and duration, examination findings all 
would be recorded in the prescribed proforma in the history and clinical 
assessment forms separately. Screening Form –I will be filled up; Form I-A, 
Form II and Form –III will be used for recording the patient’s history, clinical 
examinations of symptoms and signs and lab investigations respectively. 
 
INVESTIGATIONS DURING THE STUDY 
  The patients will be subjected to basic laboratory parameters during the study. 
 
TREATMENT DURING THE STUDY: 
  Normal treatment procedure followed in GSMCH will be prescribed to the 
study patients and the treatment will be provided at free of cost. 
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STUDY PERIOD : 
 Total period 24 months 
 Recruitment for the study - Upto 22 months 
 Data entry analysis - 1 Months 
 Report preparation and submission – 1 Months. 
 
DATA MANAGEMENT : 
  After Entrolling the patient in the study. A separate File for each patients was 
opened and all forms was filed. In the file, Study No and Patient No. was entered, on 
the top of the file for easy identifications and arranged in a separate rack at the 
concerned OPD unit. Whenever study patient visits OPD during the study period, the 
respective patient file was taken and necessary recordings will be 
made at the assessment form or other suitable form. 
   The screening forms was filed separately 
The Data recordings was monitored for completion and adverse event by HOD 
and Faculty of the department. Any missed data found in during the study, it was 
collected from the patient, but the time related data will not be recorded 
retrospectively. 
  All collected data was entered using MS Access / Excel software onto 
computer. 
  Investigations was trained to enter the patient data and cross checked by 
department staffs. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS : 
  All collected data was entered into computer using  Ms Excel software by the 
investigators. The level of significance was 0.05 Descriptive analysis was made and 
necessary tables/ graphs generated to understand the profile of patients included in the 
study. Then statistical analysis for significance of different diagnostic characteristics 
was done. Student ‘t’ test and chi-square test are proposed to be performed for 
quantitative and qualitative data. 
 
 
OUTCOME OF STUDY : 
 Cost Effective Diagnosis 
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 Early diagnosis will help to avoid the complications. 
 It is very useful for Remote Areas where the laboratory investigations are not 
available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DIAGNOSITC METHODOLOGY 
DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS IN SIDDHA SYSTEM 
 
  Siddha system has a unique diagnostic methodology to identify the diseases 
and their causes 
 
Ennvagai Thervu : 
“olb<g<Gxq!fqxl<!okieq!uqpqfi!-Vlzl<!jgg<Gxq< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”!
.!Okjvbi<!
1.MEI KURI : 
  By Mei kuri the following symptoms are observed. The temperature of the 
skin (heat or cold), sweating, numbness, fissures, thickening of hairs, hair falling, hair 
erection, ulcers, swelling, weight loss and weight gain. 
 
2. NAA : 
  Tongue colour (black, red, yellow, white) coating of tongue, excessive 
salivation, dryness, ulcers, nature of gums, teeth, taste mouth deviation, speech are 
noted. 
 
3.NIRAM : 
  Body colour (black, yellow, white, red, blue) flush, pallor, yellow colour in 
eyes and teeth are observed. 
 
4.MOZHI : 
  Pitch of voice (high, low, normal) hoarseness of voice, fluency, intelligence 
articulation, character, breathlessness are observed. 
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5.VIZHI : 
  Eyes easily reflect the pathological changes of the body. Size and shape, 
colour (red, yellow, pallor blue, muddy), lacrimation, dryness swelling of eyelids, 
ulceration, visual filed, sharpness of vision, colour of vision, inflammation (ulcer in 
conjunctiva, cornea, pupil) are keenly observed. 96 Eye diseases are noted. 
 
6.MALAM : 
  Colour (Yellow, red, black, white, green), froth, solid or semisolid or liquid, 
quantity, odour are noted. 
7. MOOTHIRAM : 
Urine is observed under 2 headings 
1. Neerkuri 
2. Nei kuri 
 
7.1 NEERKURI 
Collection of Urine for Testing : 
  Before the collection of urine for testing, one should take supper consisting of 
all the six tastes at the regular time passed on one’s digestive fire. After a sound 
overnight sleep, urine should be collected in a closed glass were and the test should be 
done before 90 minutes from dawn. This rule is relaxable in severe cases. 
 
GENERAL FEATURES OF URINE : 
 Niram (Colour) 
 Manam( Odour) 
 Nurai (Froth) 
 Edai (Specific gravity) 
 Enjal (Quantity) 
 
7.2 NEI KURI : 
  A drop of oil is dropped at the center of upper surface of urine bowl without 
any shaking. It should be ensured that the direct sunlight does not fall on it, but bright 
light is necessary for observation. And it is not disturbed by the wind. The changes of 
the oil drop in urine suggest the diagnosis and condition of the patient. 
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GENERAL NATURE OF URINE IN OIL EXAMINATION: 
  If the oil drop takes the shape of a snake (Aravu), it indicates Vali disease. If it 
spreads like a ring (Ahzal) it indicates Azhal disease. It if stands like a pearl (Muthu) 
it indicates Iya disease. If the oil drop sinks in the urine, indicates Iya disease. 
  If any two factors of the three humours are seen together in the urine it 
suggests derangement of particular two humours. If the oil drop spreads fast, it will 
indicate Asaathiyam. Eg. Aravil Aazhi indicates Vali azhal. 
 
8. NAADI : 
  Naadi is very important tool. Diagnosis of the disease by assessing naadi gives 
a best way to treat the diseases. Vali Naadi is felt in tip of the index finger. Ahzal 
naadi is felt in tip of the middle finger. Iya naadi is felt in tip of the ring finger. 
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OBSERVATION AND RESULTS 
 
Results was observed with respect of the following aspect 
 Age Distribution 
 Sex distribution 
 Occupational Status 
 Socio Economic Status 
 Etiological Factor 
 Diet Habit 
 Personal Habit 
 Thinai 
 Gynanindherium 
 Kanmendherium 
 Asayam 
 Kosangal 
 Mukktram 
 Nei kuri 
 Thegi 
 Clinical Features of disease 
 Udal thathukkal 
 Envagai thervugal 
 Iympull iyakka vidhi 
 Aatharam 
 Laboratory Findings 
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RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS  
 
TABLE -1   
AGE 
 
S.No Age No. of cases Percentage (%) 
 1. 21-30 5 11 
2. 31-40 27 61 
3. 41-45 12 27 
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Out of 44 cases 11% of the cases belongs, to 21-30 age group 61% of cases 
belongs to 31-40 years, 27% of the cases belongs to 41-45 years  
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TABLE 2   
SEX 
 
S.No Sex No of cases Percentage (%)  
1. Male 18 41 
2. Female 26 59 
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Among 44 cases 41% were male and 59% were female. 
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TABLE 3 
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 
 
S.No Occupation No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Sedentary work 1 2 
2. House wife 7 16 
3. Physical labour 32 73 
4. Field work with Excuetive 4 8 
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Out of 44 cases 2% were Sedentary work, 16% were housewife, 73% were 
physical labour, 8% were field work with excuetive. 
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TABLE 4  
SOCIO ECONOMIC STATUS 
 
S.No Socio economic status No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. High class 1 2 
2. Middle class 4 9 
3. Lower class 39 89 
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Out of 44 cases 2% cases belongs to high class, 9% of cases belongs to middle 
class and 89% of cases belongs to lower class. 
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TABLE 5 
ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
 
S.No Aetiology No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Smoking 6 14 
2. Altered food habits 27 61 
3. Alcoholism 11 25 
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It was observed 14% of the disease was due to smoking 61 % due to altered 
food habits and the remaining 25% was due to alcoholism.. 
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TABLE 6 
DIET HABITS 
 
S.No Diet Habits No of cases Percentage (%) ( 
1. Vegetarian 11 25 
2. Mixed 33 75 
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Out of 44 cases 25% of the cases were taking vegetarian diet and 75% of the 
cases were taking mixed diet. 
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TABLE 7  
PERSONAL HABIT 
 
S.No Personal Habits No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Tea/ Coffee / (>time / day 44 100 
2. Smoking 10 23 
3. Alcohol 3 7 
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All the cases had the habit of the drinking tea or coffee, 23% of the cases were 
induldged in smoking, 7% of the cases, were alcoholic. 
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TABLE 8 
THINAI (GEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION) 
 
S.No Thinai No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Kurini - - 
2. Mulai - - 
3. Marutham 42 95% 
4. Neithal 2 5% 
5. Paalai - - 
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Out of the 44 cases were reported 95% in marutha nilam and 5% of the cases 
in neithal nilam. 
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TABLE 9  
GYNANAINDHIRAM 
 
S.No Gynanaindhiram No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Mei 44 100% 
2. Vai 44 100% 
3. Kan 44 100% 
4. Mooku — — 
5. Sevi - - 
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It was observed that all the cases Mei, vai and Kan were 100% affected 
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TABLE 10  
ASAYAM 
 
S.No Asayam No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Amarvaasayam 44 100 
2. Pakrivaasayam 44 100 
3. Salavaasayam - - 
4. Malavaasyam 8 18 
5. Sukilavaasayam - - 
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It was observed that in all the cases Amarvaasayam  &  Pakrivaasayam were 
affected 100% and Malavaasyam 18% affected. 
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TABLE 11  
KOSANGAL 
 
S.No Kosangal No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Annamayakosam 44 100 
2. Pranmayakosam - - 
3. Manomayakosam 44 100 
4 Vignamayakosam 44 100 
5. Aandhamayakosam 44 100 
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It was noted that in all are 100%  Annamayakosam, Manomayakosam, 
Vignamayakosam, Aandhamayakosam affected. 
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TABLE 12 
MUKKUTTRAM 
A.Vatham 
 
S.No Vatham No of cases Percentange 
1. Piraanan 44 100 
2. Abaanan 8 18 
3. Uthaanan 37 84 
4. Viyaanan 44 
44174 
100 
5. Samaanan 17 39 
6. Naagan - - 
7. Kooram - - 
8. Kirukaran 24 55 
9. Devathathan - - 
10. Thanjeyann - - 
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Out of 44 cases Piraanan 100%, abanan 18%, Uthaanan 84%, Viyaanan 100%, 
Samaanan 39%, kirukaran 55% were affected in of cases. 
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TABLE 13 B.  
PITHAM 
 
S.No Pitham No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Anarpitham 40 91 
2. Ranjagapitham 33 75 
3. Saathagapitham 31 70 
4. Prasagapitham 27 61 
5. Aalosagapitham - - 
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Out of 44 cases Anarpitham 91%,  ranjagapitham 75%, saathagapitham 70%, 
Prasagapitham 61% were affected 
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TABLE 14 C.   
KABAM 
 
S.No Kabam No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Avalambagam 17 39 
2. Kiltham - - 
3. Pothagam 17 39 
4. Tharpagam - - 
5. Sandhigam - - 
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Avalambagam was affected in 39% Pothagam was affected in 39% of the 
cases. 
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TABLE - 15   
NEIKURI 
 
S.No Neikuri No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Kabha vatham 30 68 
2. Pitha vatham 14 32 
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  In the current study it was observed that in 68% of the cases presented with 
kabha vatha neer, 32% with pitha vatham neer . 
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TABLE 16  
 THEGI 
 
S.No Thegi No of cases Percentage(%
)) (%) 1. Vatha Pitha thegi 10 23 
2. Pitha Vatha thegi 34 77 
3. Vatha kaba thegi - - 
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  Out of 40 cases majority were 23% Vatha pitha thegi and 77% were pitha 
vatha thegi.  
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TABLE 17   
SPREADING OF NEIKURI 
 
S.No Spreading of neikuri No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Viraindhi paraval 14 32% 
2. Mella paraval 30 68% 
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While observing the neikuri in patients it was observed that in 68% of them 
the neikuri spreaded slowly while in others it spreaded quickly. 
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Table 18 Clinical features of the disease 
 
S.No Clincial features No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Pallorness 44 100% 
2. Nausea 44 100% 
3. Vomiting 44 100% 
4. Excessive intake of water 44 100% 
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  The above mentioned clinical manifestation were present in all the cases 
included in the study. 
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TYPES OF KABAM 
TABLE 19  
UDALKATTUGAL 
 
S.No Udalkattugal No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Saaram 44 100% 
2. Senneer 44 100% 
3. Oon 20 45% 
4. Kozhuppu 16 36% 
5. Enbu - - 
6. Moolai - - 
7. Sukkilam/ Sronitham - - 
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Out of 44 cases Saaram, Senneer, were affected 100% of cases. Oon 45%, 
Kozhuppu 36% were affected . 
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TABLE 20 
ENVAGAI THERVUGAL NAA - A NIRAM 
 
S.No Niram No of cases Percentage 
1. Pallor 33 75% 
2. Pink 11 25% 
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                Out of 44 cases the tongue was pale in 75% of the cases and pink in 25% of 
the cases. 
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TABLE - 21 B. 
FISSURE IN TONGUE 
 
S.No Fissure in tongue No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Present 8 18% 
2. Absent 36 82% 
% 
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  Out of 44 cases fissure in tongue was observed in 18% of the cases. 
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TABLE 22  
NIRAM 
S.No Niram No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Black 13 30 
2. Brown 29 66 
3. Fair 2 4 
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                Out of 44 cases 30%   the cases had black colour in skin, 66% of the cases 
had brown colour skin and 4% of the cases were fair. 
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TABLE 23  
MOZHI 
 
S.No Mozhi No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. High pitch - - 
2. Moderate pitch 11 25% 
3. Low pitch 33 75% 
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             Out of 44 cases  25% of the cases were with moderated pitch and 75% of the 
cases were with low pitch voice. 
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TABLE 24  
VIZHI A COLOUR OF CONJUNCTIVA 
 
S.No Colour of conjucntiva No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Pale 32 73% 
2. Pink 12 27% 
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Out  of 44 cases, 73% of the cases had pale conjunctiva while in 27% of the 
conjunctiva was pink in colour. 
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TABLE 25 B. 
VISION 
 
S.No Vision No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Normal 24 55% 
2. Diminshed 20 45% 
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Out of 44 cases 55% of the cases presented with normal vision and 45% of 
them presented with diminished vision. 
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TABLE 26 
SPARISAM 
 
S.No Sparisam No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Veppam 23 52% 
2. Midha Veppam 21 48% 
3. Thatpam - - 
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              In the current study it was noted than in 52% of cases the sparisam was 
veppam and in 48% it was midha veppam. 
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TABLE 27   
NAADI 
 
S.No Naadi No of cases Percentage 
(%) 1. Vatha Kabam 30 68% 
2. Pitha Vatham 14 32% 
 
 
 
           From the study it was learnt that majority 68% of the cases has vatha pitham 
and the 32% pitha vatham 
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TABLE 28 
MALAM - A FREQUENCY OF DEFECATION 
 
S.No Frequency of Defecation No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Once a day 16 36% 
2. Twice a day 28 64% 
 
             Among the 44 cases, 36% of them defecated once a day and the remaining 
64% of cases them defecated twice a day. 
 
Table 29 B  
Quantity of Stool 
 
S.No Quantity of stool No of cases Percentage 
(%)1. Normal 28 64% 
2. Reduced 16 36% 
 
              From history taking it was noted that 64% of the cases passed normal quanity 
of stools and the remaining passed reduced quantity of stools. 
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Table 30 C.  
Colour of Stool 
 
S.No Colour of Stool No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Yellowish brown 25 57% 
2. Brown 11 25% 
3. Black 8 18% 
 
  57% of the cases during investigation reported that the colour of their stools, 
were yellowish brown in colour , 25% of the cases were brown colour stools and 18% 
of the cases were black colour stools. 
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TABLE 31 D 
CONSTIPATION 
 
S.No Constipation No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Present 8 18% 
2. Absent 36 82% 
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               18 % of the cases having constipation. 
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TABLE 32  
NEERKURI - COLOUR OF URINE 
 
 
S.No Colour of Urine No of cases Percentage (%) 
1 Dark yellow 29 66% 
2 Pale Yellow 15 34% 
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      66% of the cases were reported dark yellow and 34% of the cases were reported 
pale yellow. 
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TABLE 33 
NURAI 
 
S.No Froth No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Present 16 36% 
2. Absent 28 64% 
            
 
             Among the total number of cases the urine of 36% of them had froth while in 
others it was absent. 
Table 34  
Enjal 
 
S.No Quantity of urine No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Anuria - - 
2. Oliguria 12 27 
3. Polyuria - - 
4. Normal 32 73 
 
  It was noted than 27% of the cases are oliguria and 73% cases are normal. 
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Table 35  
Iympull Iyakka Vidhi A) Mukkutram  
 
S.No Mukkutram No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Vatham 23 52 
2. Pitham 9 20 
3. Kabham 12 27 
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Table 35  
B) Aatharam  
 
S.No Aatharam No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Moolatharam 7 15 
2. Swathittanam 3 6 
3. Manipooragam 12 27 
4. Anagatham 9 20 
5. Visuthi 5 11.3 
6. Aakkinai 8 18 
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TABLE 36 
DURATION OF ILLNESS 
 
S.No Duration of illness No of cases affected Percentage (%) 
1. 0-3 months 9 20% 
2 With in 6 months 14 32% 
3. With in 1 year 7 16% 
4. With in 2 - 3years 8 18% 
5. More than 3 years 6 14% 
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             From the above data is vivid that the disease had manifested the symptoms in 
majoity 32% of the cases during with in 6 months, while 20% of the cases during 0-3 
months etc.. 
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NEERKURI 
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Patchi 
 Reg.No Age Sex Date Time Moon 
Saavu Thuyi 
Pancha pootham Mukkutram Aatharam 
1.  33 M 24.07.15 8.00 am CM Aanthai Vallooru Kaatru + Thaeyu Vatham Vishuththi 
2.  44 F 18.08.15 8.25 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
3.  45 F 20.01.16 8.35 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
4.  36 F 20.01.16 9.45am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
5.  26 M 20.01.16 10.45 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
6.  42 F 26.01.16 9.30 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
7.  40 F 30.01.16 8.25 am WM Kozhi Vallooru Kaatru + Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
8.  32 F 03.02.16 11.5 am WM Kozhi Vallooru Kaatru + Thaeyu Vatham Vishuththi 
9.  43 F 04.02.16 10.15 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann + Thaeyu Vatham Swathittanam 
10.  35 F 01.03.16 11.35 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
11.  37 F 15.03.16 8.54 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
12.  36 F 17.03.16 9.25 am CM Vallooru Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
13.  36 F 11.04.16 8.55 am CM Mayil Kozhi Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
14.  40 F 16.04.16 10.35 am CM Kaagam Aanthai Mann + Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
15.  26 F 16.04.16 10.45 am CM Kaagam Aanthai Mann + Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
16.  41 F 23.04.16 8.10 am WM Aanthai Kozhi Neer + Kaatru Kapham Manipooragam 
17.  45 M 24.04.16 8.55 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
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18.  34 F 24.04.16 11.25 am WM Mayil Aanthai Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
19.  45 M 27.04.16 8.35 am WM Mayil Aanthai Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
20.  44 F 27.04.16 11.5 am WM Kozhi Vallooru Kaatru + Thaeyu Vatham Vishuththi 
21.  39 F 28.04.16 10.45 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann + Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
22.  32 M 03.05.16 10.30 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
23.  40 M 05.05.16 9.25 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann + Thaeyu Vatham Swathittanam 
24.  27 M 07.05.16 8.55am  CM Kaagam Aanthai Mann + Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
25.  30 M 10.05.16 9.45am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
26.  38 F 10.05.16 9.55am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
27.  40 M 15.05.16 11.30am CM Kaagam Aanthai Mann + Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
28.  43 M 17.05.16 8.45 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
29.  38 F 19.05.16 8.35 am CM Vallooru Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
30.  38 F 19.05.16 10.35 am CM Vallooru Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
31.  41 M 23.05.16 11.00 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann + Thaeyu Vatham Swathittanam 
32.  35 F 26.05.16 11.15 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
33.  32 F 28.05.16 9.45 am WM Kozhi Vallooru Kaatru + Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
34.  43 F 29.05.16 10.20 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu + Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
35.  33 M 01.06.16 8.45 am WM Aanthai Kozhi Neer + Kaatru Kapham Manipooragam 
36.  37 F 02.06.16 8.35 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann + Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
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37.  33 F 04.06.16 8.45 am CM Kaagam Aanthai Mann + Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
38.  21 F 05.06.16 10.15 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
39.  40 M 06.06.16 8.35 am CM Mayil Kozhi Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
40.  37 M 06.06.16 10.35 am CM Mayil Kozhi Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
41.  39 M 07.06.16 10.20 am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer + Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
42.  30 F 08.06.16 9.15 am CM Mayil Kozhi Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
43.  35 M 08.06.16 8.45 am CM Mayil Kozhi Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
44.  35 M 09.06.16 10.55 am  CM Mayil Kozhi Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
 
CM – Crescent moon, WM – Wanning moon, FM – Full moon , NM – New  moon. 
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Table No 36 Interpretation Of Ennvagai Theruvugal 
 
Moothiram Reg No 
No 
 
OP NO 
 
Age 
 
 
Sex 
 
 
Naa 
 
 
Niram 
 
 
Mozhi 
 
 
Vizhi 
 
 
Sparisam 
 
 
Malam 
 
 
Neerkuri Neikuri 
Naadi 
 
 
01 67804 33 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
02 74301 44 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D V Br Dark yellow KN VK 
03 6358 45 F PI/FA Maa niram M Pi/D MV YBr Pale yellow PN PV 
04 6435 36 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Pale yellow VN PV 
05 6507 26 M PA/FP Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Pale yellow KN PV 
06 8378 42 F PI/FP Maa niram M Pi/N MV BL(c) Pale yellow PN VK 
07 9773 40 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D MV YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
08 11367 32 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D MV YBr Pale yellow KN VK 
09 20284 43 F PA/MA Maa niram L Pa/D MV BL(c) Dark yellow VN VK 
10 20286 35 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V Br Pale yellow KN PV 
11 24465 37 F PI/FP Maa niram M Pi/D MV YBr Pale yellow PN VK 
12 25122 36 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Pale yellow KN PV 
13 32512 36 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
14 33799 40 F PI/MA Maa niram M Pi/D MV YBr Dark yellow PN PV 
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15 39085 26 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
16 31825 41 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
17 35977 45 M PA/MA Maa niram L Pa/D V BL(c) Dark yellow KN VK 
18 35991 34 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D V Br Pale yellow KN VK 
19 36918 45 M PI/FA Maa niram M Pi/D MV YBr Dark yellow PN PV 
20 36638 44 F PA/MA Maa niram L Pa/D MV YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
21 29712 39 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N MV Br Dark yellow KN VK 
22 38099 32 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N MV Br Dark yellow KN VK 
23 38942 40 M PI/FA Maa niram M Pa/D V BL(c) Dark yellow KN PV 
24 39471 27 M PI/FA Maa niram M Pi/N V YBr Pale yellow PN VK 
25 40233 30 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D MV YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
26 40170 38 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N MV Br Dark yellow KN VK 
27 41580 40 M PA/FP Maa niram L Pa/N MV YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
28 41861 43 M PA/MA Maa niram L Pa/N MV BL(c) Dark yellow KN VK 
29 42476 38 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pi/N V Br Dark yellow KN PV 
30 42480 38 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pi/D 
 
V YBr Dark yellow KN PV 
31 43440 41 M PI/FP Maa niram M Pi/D 
 
MV YBr Pale yellow PN PV 
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32 44220 35 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
33 44876 32 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
34 45036 43 F PA/MA Maa niram L Pa/D V BL(c) Dark yellow KN VK 
35 45871 33 M PI/FA Maa niram M Pi/N MV Br Pale yellow PN PV 
36 46068 37 F PI/FA Maa niram M Pi/N MV Br Pale yellow PN PV 
37 46800 33 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Pale yellow KN VK 
38 46923 21 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
39 47185 40 M PI/FA Maa niram M Pi/D 
 
MV BL(c) Pale yellow PN PV 
40 47106 37 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D MV YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
41 47324 39 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D V Br Dark yellow KN VK 
42 47642 30 F PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
43 44767 45 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/D MV BL(c) Dark yellow KN VK 
44 48039 35 M PA/FA Maa niram L Pa/N V YBr Dark yellow KN VK 
 
 
PI - Pink Colour, PA- Pallor, FA-Fissure Absent, FP - Fissure Present, F-Fair, BL -Black colour, BR- Brown Colour, L -Low Pitched, M- 
Medium Pitched, H- High Pitched, N-Normal Vision, D-Diminished Vision, V - Veppam, MV - Mitha Veppam, YBr-Yellowish Brown 
Colour, VN- Vatha neer, PN- Pitha Neer, VP -Vatha Pitha Naadi, PV- Pitha Vatha Naadi. 
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NOI KANIPPU VIVATHAM 
 
1. Vayu Gunmam 
 “hiIg<gOu!uiBGe<ll<!hgvg<!Ogtib<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! hVgqbOkiI!hkiIk<kr<gt<!osiqk<kqmiK< < < << < < << < < < !
! Oki<g<gOu!bsef<kie<!osz<zi!kiGl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! KVk<kqogit<!gix<xK!Ohiz<!ubqX!Lh<Hl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! DIg<gOu!dt<ohzEl<!ogMh<hkiGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! dmZzVl<!fjmGjxBl<!yb<s<sziGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! Oui<g<gOu!bcubqX!keqOb!uf<K< < << < << < < !
! lqgh<Hv{<M!uqz<Zh<!Ohiz<!uqGk<kziOl< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < ”/!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q< << << < !
!
Indigestion of food, Anorexia, Abdominal distension, Lassitude, Dryness of 
the body, Difficulty in walking, Tiredness, Lower abdominal pain due to 
accumulation of flatus in the abdomen. 
 
2. Gunma Soolai 
 “kt<T!Ge<ls<!$jz!kjes<!osiz<zg<!Ogtib<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
! ! ktV!lz!&k<kqvR<!sqg<gzigq< < << < << < < !
! ut<Tubqx<!ohiVlq!sk<kq!bqjvs<sz<!&Is<js< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! ! uzqk<K!okiqk<K!$jzOhiz<!ubqx<xqx<Oxie<xqb< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! okt<Tuib<!fQVx!Oxh<h!L{<mil<< < Q < < << < Q < < << < Q < < <!
! ! sqXk<KOl!B,Elqe!ouKl<hzigq< << << < !
! nt<TOl!br<golzi!lpx<sq!biG< < << < << < < !
! ! lkqglig!BmZzi<f<!kVsq!biOl< << << < ” 
      - !B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q< << << < !
!
! Oliguria, Constipation, Borborygmus, Syncope, Vomitting, Throbbing pain in 
the abdomen, Brashing and erucatation, Dryness of the body, Loss of taste, Malaise. 
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DISCUSSION 
In this study the author studied  Chaviranga vatham to analyse the 
demographic and clinical profile of patient in relation to Chaviranga vatham and 
performed Envagai Thervugal, Ezhu udal kattugal and Iympull iyakka vidhi in 
Chaviranga vatham for the diagnosis.  
Interpreatiation of siddha Parameters  
Uyir Thathukkal 
A) Vatham 
Praanan, Abanana, Viyaanan, Samaanan, Udhanan and Kirukaranan  was affected in 
almost all the cases.  
 (B) Pitham : 
Anarpitham was affected in 91% of cases 
Ranjagapitham was affected in 75% of cases 
Prasagam was affected in 70% of cases   
Saathagapitham was affected in 61% of cases  
C) Kabham 
Avalambagam, Pothagam  were affected in almost all the cases. 
In the text book “Noi naadal noi mudal naadal” (Part I) it is stated as the 
Vatham is the foremost and primary causes of the disease in Chaviranga vatham. 
“uikf<kie<!Ekxq!fqx<gqz<< < < << < < << < < <!
uzq!Ge<ll<!uf<K!OsVl<< < < << < < << < < <”!
!
In this study also it was found that in majority of cases all pitham were 
affected.  
Naa  - Pallor    - 75% 
Niram  - Maa niram    - 100% 
Mozhi  - Low pitch    - 75% 
Vizhi  - Pale    - 73% 
Sparisam - Vetpam   - 52% 
Naadi  - Vatha kapham   - 68% 
Malam  - Yellowish brown    - 57% 
Neikuri - Dark yellow   - 66% 
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Signs and symptoms which was narrated in the standared “Sathaga  
Naadi Nool” poems – (Vatha kapham) “uikk<kqz<!< << << < sQkR<!Osi<f<kiz<!hi{<M{<miOlQ < < < < < <Q < < < < < <Q < < < < < < ”!
is more less same as the signs and symptoms of the study subject. And the “Vatha 
kabham” Naadi also found in most the study subjects. 
In Ezhu Udal  Thathukkal 
 Saaram, Seneer , Oon Kozhuppu were affected in the udal thathukkal  
In Iympull iyakka vidhi    
Out of 44 cases majority were 52% Vatham, Pitham 20% and kabham 
27% were affected. 
Out of 44 cases Moolatharam 15% , Swathitaanam 6%, Manipooragam 
27%, Anagatham 20%, Vishuthi 11.3%, Aakinai 18% were affected. 
 After studying the siddha diagnostic parameters (Neikuri) the spreading nature 
of oil quickly and slowly has equal incidance. So it is useful easy to diagnose the 
Chaviranga vatham by these diagnostic methods with higher predictive values.  
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SUMMARY 
 
 By using siddha diagnostic parameters and tools the Chaviranga vatham study 
subjects were studied in detail. 
 In this study Literary sayings and the study findings comes closer in all 
aspects. 
 The study results and the literature quoets were interpreted theoretically, 
scientifically and logically. 
 By this study the author has documented the siddha diagnostic technique and 
its values and interpreted with the Ancient texts. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In Chaviranga vatham study subjects “Vatha kabham” Naadi was noted 
predominently.  
The study proved that the siddha diagnostic techniques are less time taking, 
cost effective, easy to perform and non invasive. 
 
It was noted that middle age group (31-40) were affected by Chaviranga 
vatham. And their mental and physical health were affected, directly results in socio-
ocupational functions. 
In future studies tha author is determined to study and doucument the results 
elaborately and extensively about Chaviranga vatham. 
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LINE OF TREATMENT 
 
The Main objective of treatment is to normalize the deranged mukkutrams 
to natural equilibrium. By giving purgatives and emitics derangement of pitham is 
rectified, which is one of the causes for karapatha thaaga vatham 
 
“uqOvsek<kiz<!uikf<!kiPl<< < < << < < << < < <”!
“ulek<kiz<!hqk<kf<!kiPl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <”!
“nR<sek<kiz<!ghf<!kiPl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <” 
!
  Considering the above principles purgatives and emetics should be given to 
all patients as per their body condition. 
 
 Following mild laxative, emetics medicines are given 
 Applying fomentation – Using cold water for burning & pain relief 
 Giving Thokkanam for reducing the vatha disease 
 Here the vatham and pitham are increased so the medication should be in the 
form of seetha veeriyam. 
utqg<Gx<xk<jk!ke<eqjzhMk<kg<%cb!d{UgtigOu!-Vk<kz<!Ou{<Ml</!!
njugt<!-VLjx!uck<k!OsiX?!!gk<kqiq!hqR<S?!nujv!hqR<S?!nk<kqhqR<S?!
out<tim<Mg<gxq?!gQjv?!ohie<eir<ge<eqg<gQjv?!K~Kujt!Ngqbjugjt!
lix<xqg<!ogit<uK!fe<X/!!!
utqg<Gx<xk<OkiM!Jbl<!%c!-Vh<hqe<!Kl<jhg<gQjvjbBl<?!
giqsijzjbBl<!ogit<tzil</!!hVh<H!ujgbqz<!Kujv!ye<Ox!NGl</!
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DIETARY  REGIMEN 
 
VEGETABLES AND GREENS FOR VATHA DISEASES 
 
lim<Mh<!hvr<gqur<gl<!liLVr<jg!out<tujv< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
fim<Mg<%!vh<hqR<S!fx<gVj{!< < < < << < < < << < < < < –!gim<MTjv<<< !
ligVj{!
OkgVj{!fx<gxqbif<!Oki</< < << < << < < !
! Pumpkin, brinjal, mango, drumstick, beans, bittergourd and yam are good for 
vatha persons. 
  OleqLe<jebijv!fXl<!Oujtl{k<kg<gitq< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! bijeofVR<!sqx<LSg<jg!bh<jhofMr<!< < < < << < < < << < < < < .gieqZjx!
! ! &g<gqvm<jm!fz<usjz!Le<hqjug!tqx<gQjv< < < < < Q< < < < < Q< < < < < Q !
! ! big<GuIui!Bk<Okgi<g<!gib<f<K< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! The following greens are advised in vatha diseases 
 Acalypha indica    
 Sesbania grandiflora 
 Solanum nigrum    
 Alternanthera sessillis 
 Mukia Scabrella    
 Boerhaavia diffusa 
 
SAUCES FOR VATHA DISEASES: 
 “sg<gjv!uIk<kqout<jts<!sivjmb!gz<LVr<jg< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! okig<gqzqtk<!k{<M!fXf<!K~K{l<uiI!< < < < << < < < << < < < < –jlg<GpOz<<< !
! sQkLX!gi{qbqju!osf<ktqi<g!tqx<xqeLl<Q < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < <!
! uikOl!gi<g<gqvsl<!ju/< < << < << < < !
!
! Tender plum, Alternanthera sessillis, trianthema decandra, bitter gourd and 
drumstick are used in preparing sauces for Vatha diseases. 
 
DRIED OR DE-HYDRATED FOODS FOR VATHA PERSONS 
 “S{<jmg<gib<!Ohb<h<Hmx<gib<!K~Ktr<gib<!ofz<zqg<gib<< < < < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < < < <!
! oki{<jml{k<!kg<git< < << < << < < q!K~nujv!–!h{<jmLt<tqg<< < << < << < <!
! gibqjubqe<!ux<xz<gTr<!gib<Hv{<jm!ux<xZlil<< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < <!
! uiBOk!gi<g<gxqf<K!ju/< < << < << < < !
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! Solanum xanthocarpum, Solanum nigrum, Solanum torvum, Solanum 
trilobatum, Phyllanthus emblica and Cissus quadrangularis are made into pieces and 
fried for the use of vatha persons. 
 
PICKLES FOR VATHA PERSONS 
 fivk<jk!kie<xqgM!fx<Oxx<xie<!fQMgti!< < < < < Q< < < < < Q< < < < < Q !
! Wovik<k!He<gti!zqu<ujgg<gib<!< < < < << < < < << < < < < .!giVh<hh<< << << <!
! H,xqbgib<!NGl<!dbiqR<sq!Bl<jlBr<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! %xeqz!Okgq!gTg<G/<<< ! !
!
  The pickles made of Zingiber officinale, Terminalia belerica, Strychnus 
potatorum, Carrisa carandus and Aurandica bigardia are best suited for vatha persons. 
Ngih<!ohiVm<gt<< < << < << < < !
 Sjv?!H,s{q?!out<tiq?!Hmjz?!hQIg<G!Lkzqb!fQI!%cb!gib<gxq!
ujggjtBl<!olis<js?!givil{q?!dTf<K!ogit<T!Ngqb!hVh<H!
ujggjtBl<!gMG!Lkzqb!Ngik!ohiVt<gjtBl<!fQg<Gkz<!Ou{<Ml</!
hMg<jg!
! =vlqz<zik!kjvbqZl<?!=vlqz<zi!hMg<jgbqZl<!hMk<kz<!Ou{<Ml</!lqg<g!
gix<Oxim<mlie!-mr<gtqz<!Gtqi<!gix<X!OliKgqe<x!gix<Xl<!dmzqz<!
hMl<hcbie!-mr<gtqz<!hMg<g!%miK/!
 
 
